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Abstract 
 

Internet of Things is expanding to the areas such as healthcare, home management, 

industrial, agriculture, and becoming pervasive in our life, resulting in improved efficiency, 

accuracy and economic benefits. Smart sensors with embedded interfacing integrated 

circuits (ICs) are important enablers, hence, variety of smart sensors are required. However, 

each type of sensor requires specific interfacing chips, which divides the huge market of 

sensors’ interface chips into lots of niche markets, resulting in high develop cost and long 

time-to-market period for each type. Software defined sensor is regarded as a promising 

solution, which is expected to use a flexible interface platform to cover different sensors, 

deliver specificity through software programming, and integrate easily into the Internet of 

Things. In this work, research is carried out on the design and implementations of ultra low 

power analog interface circuits toward software defined sensors for healthcare services 

based on Internet of Things.  

   This thesis first explores architectures and circuit techniques for energy-efficient and 

flexible analog to digital conversion. A time-spreading digital calibration, to calibrate the 

errors due to finite gain and capacitor mismatch in multi-bit/stage pipelined converters, is 

developed with short convergence time. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is 

demonstrated with intensive simulations. Two novel circuit level techniques, which can be 

combined with digital calibration techniques to further improve the energy efficiency of the 

converters, are also presented. One is the Common-Mode-Sensing-and-Input-Interchanging 

(CSII) operational-transconductance-amplifier (OTA) sharing technique to enable 

eliminating potential memory effects. The other is a workload-balanced multiplying 

digital-to-analog converter (MDAC) architecture to improve the settling efficiency of a 

high linear multi-bit stage. Two prototype converters have been designed and fabricated in 

0.13 μm CMOS technology. The first one is a 14 bit 50 MS/s digital calibrated pipelined 

analog to digital converter that employs the workload-balanced MDAC architecture and 

time-spreading digital calibration technique to achieve improved power-linearity tradeoff. 

The second one is a 1.2 V 12 bit 5~45 MS/s speed and power-scalable ADC incorporating 

the CSII OTA-sharing technique, sample-and-hold-amplifier-free topology and adjustable 
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current bias of the building blocks to minimize the power consumption. The detailed 

measurement results of both converters are reported and deliver the experimental 

verification of the proposed techniques. 

    Secondly, this research investigates ultra-low-power analog front-end circuits 

providing programmability and being suitable for different types of sensors. A pulse-width- 

-modulation-based architecture with a folded reference is proposed and proven in a 0.18 μm 

technology to achieve high sensitivity and enlarged dynamic range when sensing the weak 

current signals. A 8-channel bio-electric sensing front-end, fabricated in a 0.35 μm CMOS 

technology is also presented that achieves an input impedance of 1 GΩ, input referred noise 

of 0.97  Vrms and common mode rejection ratio of 114 dB. With the programmable gain 

and cut-off frequency, the front-end can be configured to monitor for long-term a variety of 

bio-electric signals, such as electrooculogram (EOG), electromyogram (EMG), 

electroencephalogram (EEG) and electrocardiogram (ECG) signals. The proposed front-end 

is integrated with dry electrodes, a microprocessor and wireless link to build a battery 

powered E-patch for long-term and continuous monitoring. In-vivo test results with dry 

electrodes in the field trials of sitting, standing, walking and running slowly, show that the 

quality of ECG signal sensed by the E-patch satisfies the requirements for preventive 

cardiac care. 

   Finally, a wireless multimodal bio-electric sensor system is presented. Enabled by a 

customized flexible mixed-signal system on chip (SoC), this bio-electric sensor system is 

able to be configured for ECG/EMG/EEG recording, bio-impedance sensing, weak current 

stimulation, and other promising functions with biofeedback. The customized SoC, 

fabricated in a 0.18 μm CMOS technology, integrates a tunable analog front-end, a 10 bit 

ADC, a 14 bit sigma-delta digital to current converter, a 12 bit digital to voltage converter, 

a digital accelerator for wavelet transformation and data compression, and a serial 

communication protocol. Measurement results indicate that the SoC could support the 

versatile bio-electric sensor to operate in various applications according to specific 

requirements. 

 

Keywords: IoT, software defined sensor, SoC, bio-medical electronics, bio-electric sensor, 

E-patch, wearable sensor, wearable healthcare system, pervasive healthcare, CMOS, ADC, 

digital calibration, analog front-end, folded reference. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Internet of Things eller på svenska Sakernas internet expanderar nu inom olika områdena 

liksom hälsovård, Vård i hemmet, industri, jordbruk o.s.v. och kommer att ha en stor 

genomträngande påverkan i våra liv, vilket kommer att leda till förbättrad effektivitet, 

exakthet och ekonomiska fördelar. Smarta sensorer med integrerade kretsar som har 

inbakade gränssnitt är en viktig drivkraft, därför behövs många olika typer av smarta 

sensorer. Men varje typ av sensor behöver en specifik gränssnittsanslutning, vilket leder till 

att stora delar av marknaden av sensorers gränssnittsanslutningar delas in i många mindre 

marknader. Resultatet kommer då att medföra stora kostnader för att utveckla och samtidigt 

kommer det att ta ganska lång tid innan produkten gör sin debut på marknaden. 

Programvarustyrda sensorer kan vara en lovande lösning som kommer att används genom 

flexibla gränssnitts plattformar för att passa till olika typer av sensorer. Detta medför 

noggrann programmeringen och i slutändan en säker integrering till sakernas internet utan 

större svårigheter. Den här forskningen utförs genom konstruktion och förverkligande av 

extremt låg-energikrävande analoga gräns-snittskretsar. Slutmålet med de 

programvarustyrda sensorerna för hälsovården är att ge användaren ökad hjälp, baserat på 

sakernas internet. 

För det första måste man undersöka de uppsatser inom arkitektur och krets teknik som 

kan ge energieffektiva och flexibla analog till digital omvandling. En tidsspridande digital 

kalibrering, kan medföra kalibreringsfel på grund av förändring genom höjning och försätta 

en kondensator i obalans. Två nya kretsnivå tekniker framförs också, dessa kan kombineras 

med digital kalibreringsteknik för att ytterligare förbättra energieffektiviteten hos 

omvandlarna. En av dem är Common-Mode-Sensing-and-Input-Interchanging (CSII) 

operational-transconductance-amplifier (OTA) som är delar av den använda tekniken för att 

eliminera potentiella minneseffekter. Den andra är en arbetsbelastning-balanserar 

multiplicerad digital-till-analog konvertering (MDAC) arkitektur som kan förbättra 

sedimenteringseffektiviteten av ett högt linjärt flerbitars stadie. Två prototypomvandlare har 

konstruerats och tillverkas i 0.13 μm CMOS-teknik. Den första är en 14 bit 50 MS / s 

digitala kalibrerad pipeline analog-digitalomvandlare som använder arbetsbelastnings- 
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-balanserad MDAC arkitektur och tidsspridande digital kalibreringsteknik för att uppnå 

bättre effekt-linjerätes avvägning. 

Den andra är en 1.2 V 12 bit 5 ~ 45 MS / s hastighets och kraft-skalbar ADC som 

införlivas i CSII OTA-delnings teknik, prov-och-hållning-förstärkare-fri topologi och 

inställbar ström ställning av byggstenarna för att minimera energiförbrukning. De 

detaljerade mätresultaten från båda konverter har rapporterats och ger experimentell 

verifiering av de föreslagna teknikerna. 

För den andra undersöker forskningen extremt låg-effekt analoga front-end kretsar 

som ger programmerbarhet och är lämpliga för olika typer av sensorer. 

Pulsbreddsmodul-baserad arkitektur med ett vikt referens föreslås och bevisas i en 0.18 μm 

teknik för att uppnå hög känslighet och förstorat dynamiskt område när svaga stormsignaler 

kan kännas av. En annan 8-kanalers bio-elektrisk avkännings front-end, som tillverkas i 

0.35 μm CMOS-tekniken presenteras också. Den har uppnått ett-G ingångsimpedans, 0.97 

Vrms ingång avvisa buller och 114 dB CMRR (common mode rejection ratio). Med såväl 

den programmerbara förstärkningen som gränsfrekvensen, samt front-end kan konfigureras 

för att långsiktigt övervaka olika typer av bio-elektriska signaler, inklusive 

electrooculogram (EOG), elektromyogram (EMG), elektroencefalogram (EEG) samt 

elektrokardiogram ( EKG) signaler. Den föreslagna front-end är integrerad med torra 

elektroder, en mikroprocessor och trådlös länk för att bygga en batteridriven E-patch för 

långsiktig och kontinuerlig övervakning. Med torra elektroders prov i fältet där man sitter, 

står, promenerar och långsamt kör, den in-vivo testresultat visar att kvaliteten av att 

EKG-signalen avkännas av E-patch uppfyller den kraven för förebyggande hjärtsjukvård. 

Den sista är ett trådlöst multimodalt bio-elektriskt sensorsystem. Som drivs av ett 

anpassat flexibelt mixed-signal system on chip (SoC) Detta bio-elektriska sensorsystemet 

konfigureras för EKG / EMG / EEG inspelning, bio-impedans avkänning, svag ströms 

stimulans och andra lovande funktioner med biofeedback. Den anpassade SoC, tillverkads i 

0.18 μm CMOS-teknologi, integrerar en avstämbar analog front-end, en 10 bitars ADC 

samt en 14 bitars sigma-delta digital till strömomvandlare, en 12 bitars digital till 

spänningsomvandlare, en digital accelerator för våg transformation och datakomprimering 

och en rad kommunikationsprotokoll. Mätresultat anger att SoC kan stödja den mångsidiga 

bio-elektriska sensorn för att fungera i olika applikationer allt i enlighet med de specifika 

kraven. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Software-defined Sensors 

Internet of things (IoT) is envisaged expanding to the areas such as healthcare [1], home 

management [2], industrial [3,4], smart city [5], agriculture, and becoming pervasive in our 

personal life, resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and economic benefit. For instance, 

making use of wearable sensors, Bluetooth low energy (BLE) or other wireless techniques, 

smart phone, and cloud database, large sets of human data are going to be collected 

continuously, while the human being is at home, work, sleep, or play [6,7,8]. Fig. 1-1 

presents a general view of this example platform for healthcare monitoring application. 

Human data measured with the wearable sensors are transmitted via BLE to smartphone 

and then are sent to the cloud to be classified, analyzed and saved. The physicians can track 

the patients by accessing to the cloud and reviewing the data, remotely. Obviously, this 

framework requires the support of a large scale of innovative sensors.  

 

 

Figure 1-1. Overall view of a healthcare monitoring platform. 

 

In most of the IoT applications, sensors or sensing systems are expected to be 
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miniaturized [9]. An effective and attractive solution for system miniaturization is to 

integrate all most of the interface electric circuits, including signal conditioning, conversion, 

data transmission, into one or two chips with system-on-chip (SoC) technologies, and to 

integrate the transducer and SoCs with the system-in-package (SiP) scheme. Therefore, 

high integration SoCs are essential for minimized, smart sensors.  
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Figure 1-2. A concept of software defined sensor. 

 

However, it seems that there is a big gap between the application market of the smart 

sensors and integrated circuit (IC) vendors. Each type of sensor requires specific interfacing 

IC with high performance, considering the physical signal of interest differs on type 

(voltage, current, frequency, etc.), bandwidth, intensity, equivalent internal impedance, 

noise/interferences sources, time-variant or not, temperature dependence, and so on. Further 

more, this type of SoCs has stringent power requirement due to constraints on battery life 

and form factor. High reliability and low cost are also necessary. Constraints mentioned 

above divide the huge market of smart sensors and the interfacing SoCs into numerous 

niche segments. For each specified chip, to address the challenges of high performance, 

high reliability, small size and low power requirements, IC providers have to face with 

design margin, long development and verification period, mask cost, and so on. This will 

inevitably result in high develop cost and low return-on-investment. Hence, the niche 

market of each specified interfacing SoC or sensor is not a big cake for IC vendors, 

unfortunately. There are less IC companies contributing on the development for smart 
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sensors for IoT applications, comparing with the number of vendors for the applications of 

smart phone and communication, which obviously results in meager progress on IoT 

applications 

Software defined sensor (SDS) is regarded as a promising solution, with the following 

features: 

 More flexibilities introduced in analog front-end (AFE) to adapt diverse sensors, 

 Flexible digitization and standardized digital interface, 

 Easier to work with micro-controlling unit (MCU) and utilize dedicated features 

through hardware-software (HW-SW) co-design. 

Fig. 1-2 presents the concept of a software defined sensor, which integrates sensor, digitized 

sensor interface, MCU, wireless link, and application specific software. The rich 

programmability of the sensor interface enables the developer to integrate any sensor 

required by application, and to build his/her own embedded application software based on 

provided APIs, which, as a result, creates an application specific smart sensor. To operate as 

an IoT node, ultra low power consumption is necessary [10]. Hence, energy efficiency is 

another key expectation for the proposed software defined sensor beyond the highly 

integration and flexibility. Power management with HW-SW co-design is another key 

success factor of the expected SDS. 

1.2 Overview of the Work 

In this work, research is carried out on the design and implementations of ultra low power 

analog interface circuits toward software defined sensors for healthcare services based on 

IoT. Principally two core research challenges of implementing such a sensor are as below: 

1) low-power and high-performance analog/mixed-signal integrated circuits with more 

flexibility,  

2) integration technologies enabling sensor miniaturization and being easy to use.  

With the proposed scope of the software defined sensors, the focuses of the thesis are as 

the following: 

 Two major building blocks, including analog to digital conversion and analog 

front-end, 

 Integration of a wearable multi-modal bio-electric sensor as a case of proposed 

software defined sensor. 
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1.2.1 Building Block: Analog to Digital Conversion 

Architectures and circuits techniques for energy-efficient and flexible analog to digital 

conversion are investigated. A time-spreading digital calibration, to calibrate the errors due 

to finite gain and capacitor mismatch in multi-bit/stage pipelined ADCs, is developed with 

short convergence time. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is demonstrated with 

intensive simulations. Two novel circuit level techniques, which could be combined with 

digital calibration techniques to further improve the ADCs' energy efficiency, are also 

presented. One is the common-mode-sensing-and-input-interchanging (CSII) OTA-sharing 

technique to enable eliminating potential memory effects. The other is a workload-balanced 

multiplying digital-to-analog converter (WB-MDAC) architecture to improve the settling 

efficiency of high linear multi-bit MDACs. Two prototype ADCs have been designed and 

fabricated in a 0.13 μm CMOS technology. The first one is a 14 bit 50 MS/s digital 

calibrated pipelined ADC which employed the WB-MDAC architecture and time-spreading 

digital calibration technique to achieve better power-linearity tradeoff. The second one is a 

1.2 V 12 bit 5~45 MS/s speed and power scalable ADC which incorporated the CSII 

OTA-sharing technique, sample-and-hold-amplifier-free (SHA-free) topology and 

adjustable current bias of the building blocks to minimize the power consumption. The 

detailed measurement results of these two ADCs are reported and deliver the experimental 

verification of the proposed techniques. 

 

1.2.2 Building Block: Analog Front-end 

This research also explores ultra low power analog front-end circuits providing 

programmability and suitable for different types of sensors. A PWM-based architecture 

with a folded reference is proposed and silicon-proved in a 0.18 μm technology to achieve 

high sensitivity and enlarged dynamic range when sensing the weak current signals. A 

8-channel bio-electric sensing front-end, fabricated in a 0.35 μm CMOS technology is also 

presented. With the programmable gain and cut-off frequency, the front-end could be 

configured to sense and long-term monitor a variety of bio-electric signals, such as EOG, 

EMG, EEG and ECG signals. The proposed front-end is integrated with dry electrodes, a 

microprocessor and wireless link to build a battery powered E-patch for long-term and 

continuous monitor. In-vivo test are conducted with dry electrodes in the field trials of 

sitting, standing, walking and running slowing. 

 

1.2.3 Case Study of Software Defined Sensor 
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A wearable multimodal bio-electric sensor is implemented to serve as ECG/EMG/EEG 

recording, bio-impedance sensing, weak current stimulation, or other promising functions 

with biofeedback, when it is programmed for a specific application. To enable this sensor 

miniaturization, a customized flexible mixed-signal SoC is proposed and integrated, 

consisting of a tunable analog front-end, a 10 bit ADC, a 14 bit sigma-delta digital to 

current converter, a 12 bit digital to voltage converter, a digital accelerator for wavelet 

transformation and data compression, and a serial communication protocol.  

1.3 Author’s Contributions 

The main goal of this thesis is to propose, implement and evaluate the ultra low power 

analog interface circuits and integration technologies to enable the realization of wearable 

software defined sensors for pervasive or personalized healthcare services based on Internet 

of Things. 

The related work and the technical contributions are mainly encompassed in the 

following appended publications, which can be grouped into three parts. 

 

Energy-efficient and Programmable Analog to Digital Conversion 

Paper I: Yajie Qin, Bo Lu, Svante Signell, “A Time-Spreading Calibration Technique for 

Multi-Bit/Stage Pipeline ADCs,” International SoC Design Conference, pp.416-419, Nov., 

2009. [11] 

In this paper, the concept of a time-spreading digital calibration algorithm for analog to 

digital conversion is proposed to calibrate the static non-linear errors in multi-bit/stage 

ADCs with short convergence time. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is 

demonstrated with reasonable simulations.  

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the original idea, completed the 

calibration implementation and simulation based on MATLAB coding, and wrote the 

manuscript. 

Paper II: Yajie Qin, Qihui Chen, Zhiliang Hong, Svante Signell, "A 50MS/s 80dB SFDR 

Digital Calibrated Pipelined ADC with Workload-balanced MDAC", in proceedings of 2011 

International Conference of Electron Devices and Solid-State Circuits (EDSSC), pp. 1-2, 

Nov., 2011. [12] 

This paper presents the design and evaluation of a 14 bit 50 MS/s analog to digital 
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converter with digital calibration. The proposed converter employs the WB-MDAC 

architecture and time-spreading digital calibration technique to achieve better 

power-linearity tradeoff. Nonlinear errors due to the finite gain and capacitor mismatch are 

addressed by using the digital calibration algorithm, which is implemented off-line and 

operates in MATLAB software, to minimize the power overhead. The analog core of the 

ADC, modified to inject dithers in first three stages for calibration, is realized in a 0.13 μm 

CMOS technology, and occupies an active area of 1.3 mm2. The measured SNDR/SFDR 

were improved from 58.6/66.5 dB to 64.4/81.9 dB with the input frequency of 4.7 MHz, by 

enabling the calibration. It dissipates 76mW from a 1.2 V supply, excluding the internal 

reference buffer and the digital calibration logic. 

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the original idea, designed most 

of the building block circuits as well as the chip integration with simulation, conducted part 

of the layout work, designed measurement solution, conducted the experimental work and 

wrote the manuscript. 

Paper III: Yajie Qin, Qihui Chen, Zhiliang Hong, Svante R. Signell, “A Highly Linear 1.2 

V 12bit 5-45 MS/s CMOS Pipelined ADC with CM-sensing-and-input-interchanged OTA 

sharing,” Analog Integrated Circuit and Signal Processing, 72: 237-241, Jan. 2012. [13] 

This paper reports the implementation and measurements of an ADC prototype with 

scalable sample rate and power consumption. A CM-sensing-and-input interchanging 

technique is proposed and utilized to eliminate memory effect that often occurs with 

OTA-sharing techniques, which also benefits the OTA settling speed. Besides of this, the 

programmable ADC also employs (1) OTA sharing and improved SHA-free topology to 

minimize the power consumption, (2) adjustable current bias of OTAs, comparators and 

reference buffers to maintain a good power/speed ratio. Utilizing these techniques, the 

designed programmable ADC achieves good performance and low power consumption, 

comparable with those of the state-of-the art speed and power scalable ADCs.  

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the original idea, completed the 

circuits design and simulation, conducted part of the layout work, designed measurement 

solution, conducted part of the experimental work and wrote the manuscript. 

Other publication not included but related are [14-18]. 

 

Ultra Low Power Analog Front-end Circuits with Flexibility 
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Paper IV: Lei Wan, Yajie Qin, Patrick Chiang, Guoping Chen, Ran Liu, Zhiliang Hong, 

“High-sensitivity Photodetection Sensor Front-end Detecting Organophosphorous 

Compounds for Food Safety,”  IEEE Custom Integrated Circuits Conference (CICC) , Oct., 

2013. [19] 

This paper presents a high-sensitivity, high dynamic range analog front-end for sensors 

which transduce the physical information into weak current, such as photodetection sensor. 

A PWM-based architecture with a folded reference is proposed to achieve high sensitivity 

and enlarged dynamic range when sensing the weak current signals. The proposed front-end, 

integrated with deep N-well photodetector, is fabricated in a 0.18μm process. Experiments 

are made to evaluate the characteristics of the photodetector and the front-end. It achieves a 

sensitivity of 0.77pA (3.6nW/cm
2
), an input optical power dynamic range of 71dB, and a 

power consumption of 14.5μW.  

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the idea, designed the 

architecture of the chip, defined the main build blocks, and involved in circuit design, 

conducted part of the measurement, and involved in the manuscript. 

Paper V: Xiaofei Pu, Yajie Qin, Hui Zhang, Zhiliang Hong, "An 8-Channel Readout 

Front-End for Long-Term Sleep Quality Monitoring", IEEE 2011 Biomedical Circuits and 

Systems Conference (BioCAS), pp. 385-388, Nov., 2011. [20] 

This paper describes a 8-channel bio-electric sensing front-end fabricated in a 0.35 μm 

CMOS technology. It achieves an input impedance of 1 G , input referred noise of 0.97 

 Vrms and CMRR of 114 dB. With the programmable gain and cut-off frequency, the 

front-end could be configured to sense and long-term monitor a variety of bio-electric 

signals, such as EOG, EMG, EEG and ECG signals. 

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the idea, designed the 

architecture of the chip, defined the main build blocks, and conducted the circuit 

design with simulation, conducted part of the measurement, and involved in the 

manuscript. 

Paper VI: Xiaofei Pu, Lei Wan, Yun Sheng, Patrick Chiang, Yajie Qin, Zhiliang Hong, “A 

Wireless 8-Channel ECG Biopotential Acquisition System for Dry Electrodes”, IEEE 

International Symposium on Radio-Frequency Integration Technology (RFIT), pp. 140-142. 

Nov., 2012. [21]  

This paper reports the design and in-vivo test results of the initial version of an E-patch. 

The demonstrated E-patch integrates the customized bio-electric analog front-end 
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fabricated in 0.35   process and reported in [20], an off-the-shelf microprocessor and a 

Bluetooth module. It is battery powered and utilizes the dry electrode for long-term and 

continuous monitor.  

Beyond this published paper, another version of the E-patch is implemented with 

flexible PCB. More in-vivo field trials, when the person is sitting, standing, walking and 

running slowing, are conducted. Test results are reported in this thesis and show that the 

quality of ECG signal sensed by the E-patch is good enough for preventive cardiac care. 

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the idea, designed the wearable 

E-patch including the hardware and embedded software, involved in the in-vivo tests, 

finalized the manuscript.  

Other publications not included but related are [22, 23]. 

 

Multi-modal Wearable Bio-electric Sensor 

Paper VII: Rongtao Hu, Yajie Qin, Yinghong Tian, Zhiliang Hong, Geng Yang, Li-rong 

Zheng, Jie Jia, Cuiwei Yang, Xiaomei Wu, Yuanyuan Wang, “Biofeedback Neuromuscular 

Electrical Stimulation Front-end for Dysphagia Treatment,” IEEE Biomedical Circuits and 

Systems Conference (BioCAS), pp. 612-615, 2014. [24] 

To enable a wearable multi-modal bio-electric sensor, a customized flexible 

mixed-signal SoC is designed and fabricated. The customized SoC integrates a tunable 

analog sensing front-end, a 10 bit ADC, a 14 bit sigma-delta digital to current converter, a 

12 bit digital to voltage converter, a digital accelerator for wavelet transformation and data 

compression, and a serial communication protocol. Enabled by the proposed SoC, this 

bio-electric sensor could be configured for ECG/EMG/EEG recording, bio-impedance 

sensing, weak current stimulation, and other promising functions with biofeedback. 

This paper presents the implementation and measurements of the embedded tunable 

analog sensing front-end and the integrated 14 bit sigma-delta digital to current converter, 

operating as biofeedback neuromuscular electrical stimulation front-end.  

The implementation and measurements of the whole SoC are reported in this thesis, 

Chapter 6. Measurement results indicate the SoC could support the versatile bio-electric 

sensor to operate in various applications according to specific requirement. The design of 

the wearable multi-modal bio-electric sensor are conducted.  

Contribution of the author: The author came up with the idea, designed the 

architecture of the chip, defined the main analog build blocks, designed the analog 

front-end for sensing path, conducted part of the measurement, completed the debug 

for the chip out from the first tapeout, designed the improvement solution for 
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re-tapeout, conducted the integration of the bio-electric sensor prototype, and 

involved in the manuscript. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The remaining parts of the thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the 

calibration techniques for analog to digital conversion, and presents a time-spreading 

calibration algorithms with intensive simulation results. Chapter 3 presents the 

implementation and evaluation of the proposed 14 bit 50 MS/s ADC with workload- 

-balanced MDACs and digital calibration. Chapter 4 discusses the design of a 12 bit ADC 

with scalable sample rate and power consumption. The circuit implementation and its 

electrical performances are demonstrated. Chapter 5 investigates the ultra low power 

analog front-end circuits providing programmability and suitable for different types of 

sensors. Two cases are illustrated: one is analog front-end for optical sensor and other 

sensor with current output, the other is a 8 channel analog front-end to record the various 

biopotentials. Chapter 6 shows the integration of a multi-modal wearable bio-electric 

sensor and the implementation of the proposed full integrated SoC to enable this 

bio-electric sensor. The performance of the proposed SoC is provided in this chapter. 

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, and discussed the research works that could be 

continued in the future. The major technical papers are appended in the second part. 
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Chapter 2 

Digital Calibration Techniques for Analog to 

Digital Conversion 
 

The analog impairments in ADCs, such as capacitor mismatch, finite opamp gain errors, 

will introduce nonlinear errors in the transfer curves of the ADCs. Conventionally, to 

achieve a desired performance, those analog impairments have to be minimized in a 

tolerable scale, by using large capacitor, careful layout, opamps with large DC gain and 

wide bandwidth, and so on. These are obtained with the increased cost of power 

consumption, die size and design time. Digital calibration techniques measure and calibrate 

the nonlinear errors stemming from those analog impairments in digital domain. By 

employing the digital calibration techniques in ADCs, the specifications of the analog 

components and building blocks could be relaxed. In return, ADCs' power efficiency could 

be improved with digital calibration. 

In this chapter, the nonlinearity errors of multi-bit/stage pipelined ADCs and its digital 

calibration concept are reviewed in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 reviews some of the digital 

calibration techniques. Section 2.3 presents a foreground/background hybrid calibration 

scheme with a time-spreading error estimation technique. Case studies with intensive 

simulations are reported to shows its effectiveness in Section 2.4 and 2.5. 

2.1 Analysis of MDAC Nonlinearities 

2.1.1 Multi-bit/Stage MDAC Basics 

In the following, we will consider the 3.5-bit MDAC as an general presentation of multi-bit 

MDACs, which are commonly used stages for high-resolution pipelined ADCs. The circuit 

employs a 15-level flash ADC with fourteen thresholds at    

  
    

 

  
      

  

  
    to obtain a 

digital output with fifteen possible values (hence the 3.5-bit name). The DAC block is a 

multiplexer which selects among       and 0. The ideal behavior of 3.5-bit stage can be 

explained by its ideal residue plot, shown in Fig. 2-1. Fig. 2-2 shows a simplified 
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switched-capacitor implementation of a 3.5-bit MDAC. 
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Figure 2-1. The residue plot of an ideal 3.5-bit stage. 
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Figure 2-2. Conventional flip-around 3.5bit/stage MDAC. 

 

2.1.2 MDAC Models 

Different kinds of error sources affect the accuracy of the stage. Several authors have 

provided more or less complete analysis and proven that the accuracy of the stage is mostly 

dependent on the linear errors in the switched-capacitor amplifier block [25]: there are due 

to mismatches between the nominally identical capacitors, finite opamp gain, input 

capacitance of the amplifier including the parasitic capacitance at that input node, and 

incomplete linear settling. These are the error sources that are typically considered in the 

analysis of pipelined ADCs. However, additional error sources may also affect the behavior 

of the MDAC. These are nonlinear and memory errors, stemming from various circuit-level 

problems. 
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With an assumption that higher order errors have a negligible effect on the performance 

of the overall converter , the most often used MDAC model takes into account only linear 

errors sources. This assumption is reasonable because higher order errors could be 

minimized by analog design techniques with little overhead of power consumption, die size 

and design complexity. 

For a 3.5-bit/stage MDAC, the residue voltage can be derived as 

                  
     

  
              (2.1) 

Where           
      ,           and         . A is the dc gain of the op-amp, 

feedback factor              and Cp is the virtual ground parasitic capacitance. Vos is 

input-referred offset voltage of the op-amp. The sub-DAC output            
              

  , where Vr is the reference voltage, d are the digital output codes of the sub-ADC, 

      
   , and             . 

    Due to the capacitor mismatch and finite opamp gain,         and            , 

nonlinearity of the sub-DAC and the interstage gain error happen. These errors will introduce 

mismatch in the residue jumps in the different boundaries of the digital code d, and will 

generate discontinuities in the ADC's input-output relationship, which cause missing codes 

and harmonic distortion. The solid curve in Fig. 2-3 shows the residue plot of the 3.5-bit stage 

and illustrates the effect of those errors. 
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Figure 2-3. Part of the residue plot of an 3.5-bit stage with errors. 
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By modeling the capacitor mismatch as 

            ,              (2.2) 

MDAC transfer function can thus be rewritten as 

                          
 
                 (2.3) 

        
 

   
  

 

   

 
         (2.4) 

      
 

   
     

 

   
     (2.5) 

        
     

  
          (2.6) 

So that it is possible to describe the model using only nine error parameters Voff,  , βi, 

where            . 

 

2.1.3 Digital Calibration for Linear Errors 

In case that the backend converter is ideal and the value of the residue jumps GA (Cs,i/Cf) Vr 

in stage j is measured exactly, the transfer characteristic of the "new backend", which 

includes the stage j and the following stages, will be linear with a global gain GA GC [26], as 

shown in equation (2.7). This new linear backend could be used to calibrate the stage j-1. 

And so on, each of previous stages could be linearized stage by stage from backend to the 

first. 

          
    

  
   

 
                    (2.7) 

Obviously, how to measure exactly the value of the residue jumps                 is most 

important. There are quite a few techniques, referred as calibration techniques, to measures 

and calibrate these jump errors. 

2.2 Review on Calibration Techniques 

To distinguish the state-of-art calibration techniques, aspects to be considered for different 

calibration algorithms can be summarized as the following items. 

 Type of the digital calibration, foreground or background. 

 Errors could be calibrated. 
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 Techniques used to extract the error parameters. 

 How is the dither be injected into the analog circuit, if correlation-based methods 

are used. 

 Calibration speed. 

 Any additional analog circuits were used for calibration? 

One track of research and development for the digital calibration algorithms is to 

correct more and more limitations of analog features, when improving the ADCs' sample 

rate, performance, and decreasing their power dissipation. In 1993, offset correction 

technique is proposed by Lewis [27]. In [28,29], capacitor mismatch is corrected, while 

[30-33] calibrate the static errors from capacitor mismatch and finite opamp gain at the 

same time. Beginning from 1999, lots of research achievements move the foreground 

operation of the calibration algorithm to background without interrupting the normal signal 

quantization, hence, further improves the quality of the calibration [34-40]. Algorithm to 

address the incomplete settling errors is introduced in [41]. Recently, lots of work focus on 

the correction for gain nonlinearity and memory effects [42-45]. To achieve even higher 

sample rate, calibration for channel mismatch and timing mismatch in time-interleaved 

ADCs (TI-ADCs) are explored in [46-49]. In [50], calibration for nonlinearity of the 

sampling network is studied, in order to increase the input bandwidth for higher frequency 

applications. 

According to the principle used to extract the error parameters, the digital calibration 

techniques, especially the background calibration techniques, could be classified into three 

categories, equalization-based [39,40,44], statistics-based [38,41,52-54] and correlation 

based digital calibration [35,37,51]. 

In correlation-based schemes, dithers, modulated by pseudo-random sequences and 

non-correlated with the input signal, are injected into the input path. Hence, the small errors 

resulting from capacitor mismatch and finite opamp gain are modulated by the 

pseudo-random sequences in the analog domain. In the digital representation of the input, 

including the injected dithers, only the product terms of the analog errors times dithers are 

correlated with these random sequences. As a result, the analog errors could be estimated 

out by correlating the digital outputs with the same random sequences. Fig. 2-4 illustrates 

the concept of the correlation-based background calibration to calibrate the inter-stage gain 

errors. 
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Figure 2-4. Concept of the correlation-based inter-stage gain calibration [35]. 

 

Dithers could be added through modulating the thresholds of the subADCs [55] or 

changing the subDACs in the under-calibrated stages [51,56]. Fig. 2-5 illustrates an 

possible background inter-stage gain extraction scheme with the former method, named in 

term of subADC dithering. The subADC dithering is easily to be employed by randomly 

varying the comparator threshold voltages. However, subADC dithering may be lack of the 

robustness, in case that the magnitude of the injected dither plus the unexpected offset 

resulting from the mismatch of comparators and residue amplifier is out of the bound. This 

issue will be further serious in multi-bits/stage architecture, in which the bound of digital 

redundancy is small. 
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Figure 2-5. Concept of the subADC dithering [55]. 
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Figure 2-6. A radix-2 1.5bit pipelined stage for DAC dithering [51]. 

 

The later ones are named in term of DAC dithering. Fig. 2-6 shows a popular circuit 

implementation of DAC dithering in a radix-2 1.5bit pipeline stage, proposed in [51], as an 

example. As illustrated in this example, the existing DAC capacitor CS is split into several 

small fragments, the dither is injected by connecting one of the fragments to q Vr, where, q 

is a digital pseudo-random sequence. It has minimum impact on the critical analog signal 

path and do not has robust issue as the subADC dithering. [26] extends such scheme to 

multi-bit/stage pipeline stage. Instead of splitting the sampling capacitor, an alternative 

implementation for DAC dithering is swapping the existing sampling capacitor CS,i and the 

reference capacitor CS,k, or swapping the sampling capacitor and the feedback capacitor, 

controlled by the pseudo-random sequence. Detailed description of this DAC dithering 

based on capacitor swapping could be found in [57-59]. 

Although lots of the promising calibration approaches are shown in literature, few of 

them are implemented in on-the-shelf A/D converters or SoCs with converters integrated. 

One of the major limitations might be the longer convergence time required by the 

background calibration schemes, especially the correlation-based ones [35,51,57]. Some 

efforts have been focused on reducing the calibration time [60-63]. Further reduction of the 

calibration time with improved robustness is still full of expectation and research. 

2.3 Time-spreading Digital Calibration Algorithm 

A description of the proposed fast calibration technique is discussed in this section. First, 

the signal-dependant dithering employed in 1.5bit/stage architecture is reviewed and 

extended to a multi-bit/stage ADC. The input interference degrading the converging speed 

of the error estimation is further analyzed. Second, a foreground calibration algorithm with 
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a time-spreading error estimation technique is demonstrated. In the end, its compatible with 

background calibration is described. 

 

2.3.1 Signal-Dependant Dithering 

The correlation-based calibration, wherein the dither is often injected through the 

split-capacitor, is often used for design a high performance, low power analog-to-digital 

converter and considered as a robust one. However, it has dither magnitude constraint [63]. 

To make the signal range larger with a fixed full-scale range, a smaller dither is needed. 

Hence, either the unit sampling capacitor should be split into large number of fractions, or 

additional smaller reference voltage be necessary. The former solution would increase 

capacitor mismatch and the parasitic capacitance. Meanwhile, producing fast settling 

reference voltage for MDAC in high speed high resolution ADCs is not a easy task, since 

power-consuming buffer is often required. Signal-dependent dithering schemes [63,64] 

could introduce larger equivalent fixed-magnitude dithers to be injected with a full-scale 

signal, and doesn't need any additional voltage reference in MDAC or to split the DAC 

capacitor into more small fragments. 

 

2.3.1.1 Signal-Dependant Dithering for Multi-bit/stage 

In this subsection, the signal-dependent dithering (SDD) scheme is extended to multi-bit 

stages. A modified multi-bit/stage MDAC for SDD is shown in Fig. 2-7 as illustration. 

Comparing with standard multi-bit stage shown in Fig. 2-2, sub-ADC in Fig. 2-7 is 

increased one bit, and its thresholds are moved to  
 

      
 

        
      

    , where n is the stage 

resolution and n=4 for a 3.5-bit stage. Each sampling capacitor, Ci, is split into two, Ci,1 and 

Ci,2. A dither magnitude of -Vr, -1/2Vr, 0, +1/2Vr, or Vr is chosen and injected by controlling 

the switches according to the PN values and the output of the sub-ADC as shown in Table. 

2-1, where m=(2
n-1

-1) and m=4 for a 3.5-bit stage. No dither is injected when signal is high 

for simplicity. When the sub-ADC output MSB=(2i-1), both Ci,1 and Ci,2 are switched 

between 0 and +Vr if PN is 1 and -1, {C1,  , Ci-1} are all switched to +Vr, and others 

sampling capacitors connected to 0; when MSB=(1-2i), both Ci,1 and Ci,2 are switched 

between -Vr and 0 if PN is 1 and -1, {C1,  , Ci-1} are all switched to -Vr, and others 

sampling capacitors connected to 0; when MSB=(2i-2), one of Ci,1 or Ci,2 selected by SN is 

switched between -Vr and +Vr if PN is 1 and -1, other sampling capacitors are configured as 

the case of MSB=(2i-1); when MSB=(2-2i), one of Ci,1 or Ci,2 selected by SN is also 

switched between -Vr and +Vr if PN is 1 and -1, other sampling capacitors are configured as 
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the case of MSB=(1-2i). 

 

 

Figure 2-7. Modified flip-around 3.5bit/stage MDAC for signal-dependent dither injection. 

 

Table 2-1. Signal-Dependent Dithering 

MSB PN = -1 PN = +1 

 2m 0 0 

even,                  -1/2Vr +1/2Vr 

odd,             -Vr 0 

odd,             0 Vr 

 

For simplicity, only the mismatch between the sampling and feedback capacitors, δi, 

are considered at first. Hence, the sampling capacitors could be modeled as 

     
 

 
            (2.8) 

     
 

 
            (2.9) 

                   (2.10) 

where, Cf is the feedback capacitor. When the input signal is in a range from   
      

       to 

 
      

      , the dither is injected and the residue voltage of the stage under calibration is given 

by 
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As a result, the signal plus dither in this range is equivalent to a large fixed-magnitude 

dither of 1/2Vr with a small signal, which is within the range of        and represented by 

Vo1 in equation (2.11). Furthermore, the signal plus dither will not large than the full scale 

range, which means large dithers are injected without sacrificing the signal range in this SDD 

scheme. 

 

2.3.1.2 Input Interference to Error Estimation 

A simplified example wherein the signal-dependent-dithering technique is applied to the first 

stage is shown in Fig. 2-8. By digitizing this residue voltage with the backend ADC, and by 

correlating the digital output D[Vres] with PN, the term          
  

  
    could be extracted. If 

the pseudo-random sequence PN is zero mean and alternates between -1 and +1,  the mean 

of the remaining term D[Vo1] will be averaged out using a simply first-order IIR filter with 

transfer function of               . 
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Figure 2-8. Pipelined ADC calibrated with signal-dependant dithering. 

 

The output of the IIR filter,   , is given by 
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With the proper choice of the step-size parameter µ to ensure the convergence of the 

LMS algorithm in equation (2.12),    should converge to its expected value, given by 

           
 

 
                                             

   
 

 
                                                                              

since D[Vo1(j)] and PN are uncorrelated and E[PN
2
(j)]=1. 

The variance    
  of    is 

                 

 
 

 
      

             
  

 

 
       

                      

It is noted that, in order to correct DAC errors, all MSB bits are required to be exercised 

to measure each unique DAC error. Since an MSB bit can change at most only once every 

clock cycle, calibration schemes in multi-bit/stage can require N-1 times more clock cycles to 

converge (where N is the number of unique MSB outputs) than 1.5bit/stage, even when each 

unique MSB output has equal probability. Hence, in multi-bit/stage ADCs, it is even more 

critical to have short calibration times for estimating each unique DAC error corresponding 

to a unique MSB bit. As a result, further reduction or cancelation the input interference is 

required to shorten the error estimation time. 

 

2.3.1.3 Contribution of Mismatch between Two Split Capacitors 

The mismatch ζi between the two split capacitors, Ci,1 and Ci,2, is ignored in previous 

description for simplicity. However, as a rule of thumb, since their size is half, the mismatch 

between of them will even larger than the mismatch δi between the sampling capacitor and 

the feedback one. Considering the effect of ζi, the sampling capacitor with mismatch could be 

remodeled as 
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Then, when the input signal is in dithering range, from   
      

    
   to        

    
  , and its coarse 

digitized code MSB is odd, Ci,1 and Ci,2 are switched to one of the reference voltages 

simultaneously. Therefor, ζi does not effect and the stage residue is given by equation (2.11). 

However, when the input signal is in that dithering range and its coarse digitized code 

MSB is even, the residue voltage of the stage under calibration is given by 

               
         

 
    

  

  
   

 

   

      
 

 
      

  

  
   

                     
  
 

 

     
 

 
         

 

 
                                                     

In generally, by combining (2.11) and (2.18), the residue of the multiplying 

digital-to-analog converter with signal-dependent dither could be generalized as 

         
 

 
         

 

 
               

    
     

 

 
         

 

 
                                     

where k is equal to 0 or 1, when the output of the sub-ADC in the under-calibrated stage is 

odd or even. Vn is the noise term extracted out from the equivalent residue signal. 

2.3.2 Time-Spreading Calibration 

2.3.2.1 Time-Spreading Self-Calibration 

To cancel the input interference and further accelerate the calibration, a time-spreading 

calibration technique is proposed here, as shown in Fig. 2-9. In the error estimation process, 

S/H operates at a sample rate of 1/2fs, the stage under calibration and the following back-end 

ADC operate at the full rate of fs. The signal-dependent dither is injected into the 

under-calibrated stage, modulated by two uncorrelated pseudo-random sequences PN and SN. 

Both of these pseudo-random sequences have a data rate of fs. With this configuration, each 

input, Vin (2i), is sampled and spread in time domain during the error estimation phase. Hence, 
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the inputs, Vh(2i) and Vh(2i+1), for the under-calibrated stage are equal in the consecutive two 

clock periods. Their corresponding MSB are also equal. Their corresponding residues, Vres(2i) 

and Vres(2i+1), will have the same equivalent signal part except of the noise term, and have 

the different dither terms, expressed as 

            
         

 

 
             

                       
 

 
                                                            

              
           

 

 
               

                       
 

 
                                               

 

 

Figure 2-9. Architecture for time-spread self-calibration. 

 

Once these two residues are quantized by the following back-end ADC, only the noise 

terms are affected, hence the interference in the error estimation process caused by the input 

signal could be canceled by subtracting the quantized residue DB(2j+1) from DB(2j). The 

gain error coefficients, COR1i and COR2i, could be extracted by using the subtractive 

correlation and the inconsecutive moving average filter. Fig. 2-10 shows the block diagram of 

the subtractive correlation processor used in the error estimator. The digitized residue DB(2j) 

is first subtracted by DB(2j+1), and the result is then correlated with the difference of the 

adjacent pseudo-random sequences, PN(2j)-PN(2j+1). The product, D1, is added by DP1 to 

compensate the non-zero expect value of PN. After compensation, the result expressed is 

filtered by the moving average filter to extract COR1i. 
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Figure 2-10. Subtractive correlation used in error estimator. 

 

The concept of error estimation with subtractive correlation could be further explained 

with the following derivations. 

                                       

     
     

        
                  

   

                                      
   

                                                                                                  

The PN0 and PN1 symbols are simplified notations for PN(2j) and PN(2j+1), respectively. 

The SN0 and SN1 symbols are simplified notations for SN(2j) and SN(2j+1), respectively. The 

Vn0 and Vn1 are simplified notations for Vn(2j) and Vn(2j+1). Ideally, PN(n) and SN(n) are 

uncorrelated zero-mean pseudo-random sequences that each take on value of  1, then the 

expect value of D1 is 

             
                     

                                       

Here, expect value of the third and fourth terms in (2.21) are neglected since both of them are 

products of two or three very smaller elements in practice. However, the second term has to 

be counted in, otherwise estimation accuracy is limited, if the random generator does not 

have very long register chain, which is often the case in practice, and the mean value of PN is 

not zero. For instance, if its mean value is 0.015, the second term will limit the gain error 

estimation in 12-bit resolution. To address this issue, the previous estimated coefficient 

multiplied by PN0 and PN1 is used to compensate this error, which is expressed as 
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where      
        is the previously estimated gain error coefficient. Finally, the 

compensated correlation products are processed by the low pass filter to extract the correct 

coefficients. With the convergence of the estimated coefficient,    runs to zero, further 

enhances the convergence. An insight offered by (2.24) is that the mean squared estimation 

error only depends on the iteration step size of the moving average filter, regardless of the 

pipelined ADC's input signal. 

Another advantage of the proposed time-spreading technique is that the mismatch 

between the split DAC capacitors could be estimated simultaneously, and also be corrected. 

It does this by correlating the difference of the adjacent two digitized residue from the 

time-spread input, DB(2j)-DB(2j+1), against the product of the calibration sequences, 

(               ). The result is then added with DP2, a compensation sequences from the 

combination of the calibration sequence and previous estimated gain error coefficient. The 

sum result, Deb, is expressed in (2.25). Since the calibration sequences are two-level 

psuedo-zero-mean, uncorrelated with each other, and independent of the pipelined ADC's 

input signal, it follows that all of the terms in (2.25) except the first term are correlated with 

the calibration sequences. Consequently, the average of Deb(j) over n samples is       
  . 

This signal processing to estimate COR2i is also shown in the lower part of Fig. 2-10. 

                                        

                                      
         

       
                               

                                                                                           

In conclusion, the estimator for error coefficients, which is the most critical part of 

digital calibration techniques, consists of the operator of subtractive correlation and low 

pass filters. To estimate multiple coefficients, each error coefficient requires a dedicate filter, 

which utilizes simple IIR moving average filter to decrease the hardware cost. The 

performance of IIR filter depends on its step size, µ. Conventionally, the smaller the step 

size, the better the result of depressing the estimation noise, however, more input samples 
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required, and the estimation speed slower, in turn. In contrary, large step size may result in 

the degradation of the resolution of coefficient estimation. Since the input interference is 

the major of estimation noise and could be almost canceled out with the subtractive 

correlation, larger step size could be utilized here with an un-degraded resolution of 

coefficient estimation. 

 

Figure 2-11. Inconsecutive moving average filter for calibration of multi-bit/stage ADCs. 

 

To save the hardware cost for algorithm implementation, only one subtractive 

correlation is used and shared to estimate the multiple coefficients. Since each coefficient 

has a dedicate moving average filter, each moving average filter will only run iterations 

according to the output of subtractive correlation when the DAC capacitor related to the 

specific error coefficient is activated. Hence, inconsecutive moving average filter, as shown 

in Fig. 2-11, is required. 

The above mentioned time-spreading scheme is proposed to operate calibration at 

startup, hence it is actually a foreground calibration technique. Previous foreground 

calibration has to force the input of stage under calibration to some known values in order 

to calculate the gain error coefficients. Although it only need little sample cycles for error 

estimation, it is not robust since the model for pipeline usually an average performance over 

its entire input range and may not be represented accurately at just few test points, which 

thermal noise and offsets can severely skew the model. Although operating in half sample 

rate comparing with ADC's normal sample rate, the proposed time-spreading calibration 

could estimate the error coefficients and correct the output without the dependency on the 

statistics of the input samples. Meanwhile, all error coefficients can be obtained within a 

given short period regardless of input condition. According to the definition of a robust 

calibration scheme introduced in [64], the time-spreading calibration can be considered as a 

robust one. 
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2.3.2.2 Compatible Background Calibration 

The proposed time-spreading calibration is preferred to be used at start up for short startup 

time.  To track the long-term gain variations due to temperature changes and aging, a 

background calibration is also required. It is promising that the time-spreading calibration 

will be transform as a background algorithm just by changing the clocking scheme of the 

S/H, while reusing its digital signal processing engine. 

During the background operation phase, the sample rate of S/H is recovered to fs from 

1/2fs, while, the other configuration for SDD is kept. Once the S/H operate in full rate as 

normal, it is similar to a conventional dither-based algorithm, which is easily derived and 

concluded from Eq. (2.20). In this case, the output of subtractive correlation in error 

estimator can be expressed as 

           
                          

                   
      

                         

                                         
                                        

where,     
  and     

  are notations for digitized    
  and    

 , respectively. They 

represent the residue terms, corresponding to the inputs, in the digitized residue voltage. As 

mentioned above, the fourth and fifth terms could be neglected. By re-defining the variables 

as m=[PN0-PN1], Vn=[Vn0-Vn1],           
      

  , Eq. (2.26) is re-written as 

           
                                                                       

Since m is still a zero-mean three-level psuedo-random one with a value of -1, 0 or +1, Eq. 

(2.27) illustrates that subtractive correlation can estimate the error coefficients on-line even 

in this normal operation mode. It should be noted that the third term in Eq. (2.27) is 

correlated with the input signal and is considered as input interference. This input 

interference power depends on the input frequency. For low frequency input, most of 

interference will also be canceled by using the subtractive correlation, resulting in fast 

convergence speed. However, for input with Nyquist frequency, the interference is even 

larger, requiring for small iteration step, µ, used in LPF and long convergence time. 

Fortunately, the long-term inter-stage gain variation due to temperature change and aging 

has very slow variation speed in practice, hence, the compatible background algorithm can 

be used to track the long-term gain variations, based on the fast foreground calibration 

results. 
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2.3.3 Algorithm Application for Full Calibration 

In any real implementation, the backend ADC consists of multiple stages and will suffer 

from nonidealities. The backend ADC with nonidealities can be modeled as Fig. 2-12, in 

which,   
  is thermal noise power, hd3 is the magnitude of the third-order nonlinear terms, 

VOS is its input-referred offset. Only third-order nonlinear term is considered for simplicity. 

In practice, its high-order nonlinear terms have to be less than the third-one, which is 

normal case in most good design. 

Backend ADC
(ideal quantizer)

Vres

-
hd3

+

+

DVres+

+

VOS

+

( .)3

V2n

 

Figure 2-12. Model of the back-end ADC with nonidealities. 

The linearity errors in the backend ADC has to be depressed under a upper limit to 

achieve high performance calibration for the current stage, and high linearity of the whole 

ADC in turn. As a result, multiple pipelined stages have to be calibrated in many cases. 

When the calibration algorithm is extended to multiple stages for full calibration, the stages 

is calibrated recursively from the back one to the first stage. 

As an example of how the calibration technique described earlier is applied to multiple 

stages, consider the inter-stage gain error and capacitor mismatch errors in stage-2. These 

errors can be calibrated in exactly the same manner as those in stage-1 by ignoring stage-1 

and considering the remaining stages as a separate ADC (ADC2) with an input Vres1. 

However, if the stage-2 also employs the multi-bits/stage architecture, it is required 

that its input, Vres1, could activate its each DAC bin to calibrate for the capacitor mismatch 

error. However, once the 3.5-bit stage-1 injected with SDD, no matter PN1 equal to -1 or +1, 

its output, Vres1, will in the range of -1/4Vr<Vres1<1/4Vr only when its input, Vin is in 

condition of Vin>27/32Vr or Vin<-27/32Vr. As known, the possibility for a arbitrary ADC 

input, Vin, in that condition is quite small, which may introduce a significant increase in the 

number of input samples required to estimate the error coefficients for stage-2. To address 
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this issue, another mode is added in the stage-1. When another control signal EN=0, stage-1 

operates in a dither-off mode, in which its residue voltage will be limited in a range of 

-1/4Vr ~ +1/4Vr in most cases, as shown in Fig. 2-13. 

PN=1

PN=-1

Vres1

Vin,i

-1/4Vr

-3/4Vr

1/4Vr

3/4Vr

Vr

-Vr

+Vref

-VrefDither 

off

Dither mode =1, EN=1, PN= -1

Dither mode =0, EN=1, PN=1

Dither off, EN=0

 

Figure 2-13. Three-mode transfer curve of stage-1. 
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Figure 2-14. Systematic design and simulation platform for digital assisted ADCs in 

MATLAB. 

3.4 Implementation Examples 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the scheme, a behavioral model-based platform, 

performed in MATLAB and shown in Fig. 2-14, is developed to simulate the 

time-spreading calibration scheme. The digital error estimator, calibration block and the 

analog building blocks, such as MDACs, subADCs, are modeled using 

parameter-configurable M-functions. These behavioral models take into account thermal 
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noise and static errors including capacitor mismatch, finite opamp gain error, offset from 

comparators and opamps. Two case studies were designed and employed to illustrate the 

functionality and performance of the proposed algorithm comprehensively. 

Table 2-2. Parameters of the pipelined ADC used in behavior simulation: Case 1 

3.5-bit Stage-1 

 input-referred thermal noise :   -76.6dB 

 opamp DC gain :   60 dB 

 feedback ratio :   1/9 

 Mismatch between sampling and feedback capacitors :  random, 3  =0.5% 

 COR11 COR12 COR13 COR14 COR15 COR16 COR17 

 0.0041 0.0010 -0.0022 -0.0023 -0.0027 0.0017 -0.0038 

 Mismatch between split sampling capacitors :  random, 3  =0.5% 

 COR21 COR22 COR23 COR24 COR25 COR26 COR27 

 -0.0021 -0.0033 -0.0045 -0.000026 -0.0022 -0.0011 0.0014 

11bit backend ADC 

 input-referred noise :  -66 dB 

 third-order nonlinear term :  2 10
-4

 

 

Case 1, the proposed algorithm has been simulated using a 14-bit pipelined ADC, 

consisting of a 3.5-bit font-end stage and a backend of 11-bit quantizer at first. Random 

capacitor mismatch of 5%, op-amp dc gain of 60dB and a thermal noise of -76dBFS are 

used in the 3.5-bit stage. The non-ideality of 11-bit quantizer is taken in account a thermal 

noise and third harmonic distortion. The detailed initial error parameters settings are listed 

in Table. 2-2. Only the first 3.5-bit stage is calibrated. 

Case 2, effectiveness of this algorithm to calibrate the full pipelined ADC has been also 
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simulated using a (14+2)-bit pipelined ADC. This ADC model has a 3.5-bit stage, 5 2.5-bit 

stages followed by a 3-bit flash, in which 2 redundancy bits were added. The first three stages 

are calibrated with time-spreading (foreground) configuration. The detailed initial error 

parameters settings are listed in Table. 2-3. 

Table 2-3. Parameters of the pipelined ADC used in behavior simulation: Case 2 

3.5-bit Stage-1 

 input-referred thermal noise :   -76.6dB 

 opamp DC gain :   55 dB 

 feedback ratio :   1/9 

 Mismatch between sampling and feedback capacitors :  random, 3  =0.5% 

 COR11 COR12 COR13 COR14 COR15 COR16 COR17 

 -0.0015 0.0023 0.0021 0.0010 0.0026 0.0032 -0.0008 

 Mismatch between split sampling capacitors :  random, 3  =0.5% 

 COR21 COR22 COR23 COR24 COR25 COR26 COR27 

 -0.0025 -0.0010 -0.0038 -0.0008 0.0027 0.0042 0.0000 

2.5-bit Stage-2 

 input-referred thermal noise :   -66dB 

 third-order nonlinear term :  0.8 10
-3

 

 opamp DC gain :   45 dB 

 feedback ratio :   1/5 

 Mismatch between sampling and feedback capacitors :  random, 3  =0.8% 

 COR11 COR12 COR13  

 0.0023 -0.0018 0.0033  
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 Mismatch between split sampling capacitors :  random, 3  =0.8% 

 COR21 COR22 COR23  

 -0.0005 -0.0002 -0.0002  

2.5-bit Stage-3 

 input-referred thermal noise :   -58dB 

 third-order nonlinear term :  2.4 10
-3

 

 opamp DC gain :   45 dB 

 feedback ratio :   1/5 

 Mismatch between sampling and feedback capacitors :  random, 3  =0.8% 

 COR11 COR12 COR13  

 0.0041 0.0005 0.0024  

 Mismatch between split sampling capacitors :  random, 3  =0.8% 

 COR21 COR22 COR23  

 0.0055 -0.0008 -0.0029  

9bit backend ADC 

 input-referred noise :  -50 dB 

 third-order nonlinear term :  6 10
-3

 

2.5 Simulation Results 

2.5.1 Results of Case 1 

The output spectrum of the ADC without calibration, with fore-ground calibration for gain 

error and DAC capacitor mismatch except of mismatch between split capacitors, with  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2-15. Simulated FFT (a)before calibration, (b) with calibration for finite gain error, 

DAC capacitor mismatch, except of mismatch between split capacitors, (c) with full 

calibration. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2-16. Simulated DNL (a)before calibration, (b) with calibration for finite gain error, 

DAC capacitor mismatch, except of mismatch between split capacitors, (c) with full 

calibration. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 2-17. Simulated INL (a)before calibration, (b) with calibration for finite gain error, 

DAC capacitor mismatch, except of mismatch between split capacitors, (c) with full 

calibration. 

fore-ground calibration for gain error and full DAC capacitor mismatch are shown in Fig. 

2-15. The steady-state SNDR with full calibration is 74.2dB which corresponds to an ENOB 

of 12 bits and the SFDR has increased to over 86dB. As shown in comparison between Fig. 

2-15(b) and Fig. 2-15(c), the noise floor is increased 0.4dB due to randomizing, instead of 

calibration for, the mismatch between the split capacitors. Once this mismatch between the 

split capacitors increased, the degradation of SNDR will also be enlarged, hence the 
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calibration for this type of mismatch is interesting. The DNL and INL under the same 

conditions are shown in Fig. 2-16 and Fig. 2-17, respectively. DNL is less than 1.1 LSB and 

INL is less than 1.3 LSB at a 14-bit level after calibration. In practice, other effects not 

modeled here would likely limit this performance, but these simulations demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed calibration for the significant gain error and DAC capacitor 

mismatch. 

Fourteen error coefficients, (COR11   COR17) and (COR21   COR27), are used for the 

first stage. The convergence of the first seven coefficients for a full-scale sine wave input 

with a frequency of 4.7 MHz and a LMS iteration step of 2
-16

 is shown in Fig. 2-18. In this 

case, the coefficient COR11 has gone to convergence at a slowest speed comparing with other 

six coefficients, due to the smallest probability of the inputs to activate its corresponding 

code, and also converged within 1200 cycles, where, 1 cycle includes 1024 samples. Fig. 

2-19 demonstrates the performance evolution in this condition. The convergence time for the 

final SFDR over 85 dB shown in the evolution curve of the SFDR is matched with the 

learning curve of the error coefficients. As shown in Fig. 2-20, if the iteration step increased 

to µ=2
-14

, the convergence time for the final SFDR around 85dB is reduced to 1100 cycles, 

approximately, while the variation of the SFDR in steady-state is increased, compared with 

the one with µ=2
-16

. In case that the iteration step is µ=2
-18

, the variation of the dynamic 

performance in steady-state will be depressed further smaller, as shown in Fig. 2-21, however, 

the convergence time becomes about 4 times slower in this case. As seen, larger iteration step 

of 2
-16

, or even 2
-14

, is a better choice considering the trade-off between the performance 

variation in steady-state and the convergence time, which is enabled by the utilization of the 

proposed time-spreading calibration technique to cancel the input interference effectively. 

The dynamic performance evolution for the ADC for a full-scale sine wave input with 

the frequency of 4.7 MHz, 23.7MHz and 44.7 MHz are also compared and shown in Fig. 2-19, 

Fig. 2-22 and Fig. 2-23, respectively. This comparison demonstrates that the calibration 

performance and convergence time have very weak dependency on the frequency of the input 

stimulus. 
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Figure 2-18. Learning curve of error coefficients, (a) COR11, (b) COR12, (c) COR13, (d) 

COR14, (e) COR15, (f) COR16, (g) COR17, with a iteration step µ= 2
-16

 and a 4.7 MHz 

full-scale sine wave input. 

 

 

Figure 2-19. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-16

 and a 4.7 MHz full-scale sine wave input. 
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Figure 2-20. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-14

 and a 4.7 MHz full-scale sine wave input. 

 

 

Figure 2-21. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-18

 and a 4.7 MHz full-scale sine wave input. 
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Figure 2-22. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-16 

and a 23.7 MHz full-scale sine wave input. 

 

 

Figure 2-23. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-16 

and a 44.7 MHz full-scale sine wave input. 
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Figure 2-24. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-16

 and a full-scale ramp input. 

The simulations with the linear ramp input and uniform distributed random input are 

also performed, which results are figured out in Fig. 2-24 and Fig. 2-25, respectively. In 

conclusion, the proposed technique can function well under any input conditions mentioned 

above, which proves  the robust of scheme. 

 

Figure 2-25. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, with 

a iteration step µ= 2
-16

 and a full-scale uniform distributed random input. 
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    Based on the foreground calibration results, the dc-gain of the opamp used in the first 

stage were modified from 60 dB to 55 dB to verify the effectiveness of the compatible 

background calibration. The performance benefits can be appreciated in the output spectrums 

of Fig. 2-26(a) and (b), before and after background calibration. 

The convergence under this condition becomes about 10 times slower, compared with 

the time occupied in foreground calibration setup, as shown in Fig. 2-27. This reduction in 

convergence speed is due to the fact that very small step size of µ=2
-20

 in LPF is required to 

depress the effect of the input interference and to minimize the performance variation in 

steady-state. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-26. Spectrum of the ADC output (a) before and (b) after background calibration 

once opamp DC gain error varies 5% after startup. 
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Figure 2-27. Performance evolution of ( Up ) SNR, ( Middle ) SFDR, ( Bottom ) ENOB, 

during background calibration for a change of opamp gain after set-up phase, with a iteration 

step µ= 2
-20

 and a full-scale uniform distributed random input. 

 

2.5.2 Results of Case 2 

In this case, 26 error coefficients were used in total, in which fourteen coefficients (COR11,1st 

  COR17,1st and COR21,1st    COR27,1st) were for stage-1, six coefficients (COR11,2nd    

COR13,2nd and COR21,2nd    COR23,2nd) for stage-2 and other six coefficients (COR11,3rd    

COR13,3rd and COR21,3rd    COR23,3rd) for stage-3. The convergences of these coefficients 

are shown in Fig. 2-28, Fig. 2-29 and Fig. 2-30. The estimation for these error coefficients are 

implemented in five steps. In first step (configuration 1), the dither-injection in stage-1 and 

stage-2 are disabled to bound most of the inputs for stage-3 in a range of -1/4Vref to +1/4Vref 

and active the code bins corresponding to COR11,3rd and COR21,3rd. In second step 

(configuration 2), the dither-injection in stage-2 is enabled and error in this stage are 

modulated by two random sequences (PN2 and SN2) in a rate of 1/2fs.  In the step 1 and step 

2, two uncorrelated random sequences are injected into stage-3 to modulate the errors, hence, 

the error coefficients for stage-3 are estimated. As shown in Fig. 2-28, COR11,3rd is converged 

in step 1, while COR13,3rd is converged within 400 cycles in step 2. In the third step 

(configuration 3), the dither-injection in stage-1 is disabled to bound most of the inputs for 

stage-2 in a range of -1/4Vref to +1/4Vref. In the fourth step (configuration 4), the 

dither-injection in stage-1 is also enabled while the random sequences for this stage are in a 
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rate of 1/2fs. Similarly, in the step 3 and step 4, another two uncorrelated random sequences 

are injected into stage-2 to modulate the errors, hence, the error coefficients for stage-2 are 

estimated, as shown in Fig. 2-29. In the fifth step (configuration 5), the errors coefficients for 

stage-1 are estimated as in case 1. Fig. 2-30 plots the learning curves of COR11,1st, COR13,1st 

and COR17,1st. During the whole estimation period, a random input with uniform distribution 

is used. By summering the least cycles required in each step, the convergence time for full 

calibration is achieved, which is approximately 3200 1024 samples. 

 

Figure 2-28. Learning curve of error coefficients, COR1, for stage-3, with a iteration step µ = 

2
-16 

in simulation case study 2. 

 

 

Figure 2-29. Learning curve of error coefficients, COR1, for stage-2, with a iteration step µ= 

2
-16 

in simulation case study 2. 
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Figure 2-30. Learning curve of error coefficients, COR1, for stage1, with a iteration step µ= 

2
-16

 in simulation case study 2, only three of seven plots are shown here for simplicity. 

 

The output spectra of the ADC without calibration and with full calibration are shown in 

Fig. 2-31. The steady-state SFDR with full calibration has increased from 61 dB to 93 dB. 

The SNDR before and after calibration are 55.8 dB and 73.8 dB, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2-31. (a) Simulated FFT before calibration. 
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Figure 2-31. (b) Simulated FFT with full calibration for gain errors and capacitor mismatch in 

the first stages. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a time-spreading digital calibration is presented to calibrate the errors due to 

finite gain and capacitor mismatch, and to achieve short convergence time, in multi-bit/stage 

pipelined ADCs. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is demonstrated with intensive 

simulations. 
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Chapter 3 

Analog to Digital Conversion with Digital 

Calibration 
 

Recent advances in analog-to-digital converter technology have enabled a receiver for 

wireless communication to shift its architecture of choice from a bank of narrowband 

single-channel receivers to a single wideband multi-channel receiver, significantly 

increasing the flexibility and reducing the cost and complexity of base stations. The key 

elements of a wideband multi-channel receiver are a high-resolution wideband ADC to 

digitize multiple channels in a frequency band, simultaneously, and the digital channelizer 

to extract the individual channels. In order to further reduce the cost of a base station, to 

integrate the ADC and the channelizer on a single CMOS die is expected. Since the 

implementation of the digital channelizer benefits from the higher density resulting from 

the scaling of CMOS technology, it drives the research on high resolution and 

wide-bandwith ADC implemented on leading CMOS technology with low supply voltage. 

Considering the performance requirements of the ADC in a wideband multi-channel 

receiver in base stations, the specification of the overall noise floor is released with the help 

of the signal processing gain from the digital channelization. However, harmonic distortion 

in the ADC leads to interference between signal bins, large spurious-free dynamic range 

(SFDR) is required to process weak signals in the presentence of strong neighbor signals 

[33]. As a result, the power-linearity tradeoff in the ADC is very significant. For instance, as 

mentioned in [33], the practical wireless base station converters requires SFDR of at least 

80 dB across the entire operation range of the converters. 

This chapter discusses the design of a high linearity high-speed pipelined ADC, which 

is calibrated by the digital calibration framework presented in Chapter 2, for the 

multi-channel digital receiver applications. 
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3.1 System Design and Considerations 

3.1.1 Choice of Error Terms 

The error terms that are typically considered in the analysis of pipelined ADCs are: (a) 

linear errors due to the mismatches between the nominally identical capacitors, finite 

opamp DC gain, offset and input capacitance of the amplifier, incomplete linear signal 

settling; (b) nonlinear errors due to some memory effects, slew-rate limited incomplete 

signal settling, nonlinear inter-stage gain, and nonlinearity of the sampling switches, (c) 

thermal noise, (d) substrate noise and interference coupling through supply lines, (e) clock 

skew and clock jitters, (f) settling errors of the voltage reference. 

Additional error sources may also affect the performance of the pipelined ADC, and 

have to taken into account. For instance, potential memory errors in opamp-sharing 

architectures, bandwidth mismatch between MDAC and subADC channels in SHA-less 

ADCs, channel mismatch in parallel ADCs. 

The choice of which error terms be addressed by digital calibration depends on 

trade-offs between complexity of the digital algorithm and implementation challenges for 

the analog core. It should be mentioned that the complexity of the digital algorithm takes in 

account not only the overhead in terms of power, computing resource and die size, but also 

the time consumed for developing and verifying the algorithm. Just because of the latter 

consideration, in this thesis work, the nonlinear errors due to memory effects and nonlinear 

inter-stage gains are preferred to be addressed by analog design techniques, although some 

state-of-the-art algorithms have been introduced and published to calibrate those errors in 

digital domain. Table. 3-1 specifies the error terms addressed in digital domain or in analog 

domain. 

The linearity of the sampling switches, the mismatch between MDAC and flash 

subADC paths, have to be addressed in analog circuit design, because it is not calibrated. 

Noise, jitters and incomplete settling errors in MDAC stages are preferred to solve in 

analog domain. The reference voltage generator should be capable of accurate setting 

without introducing any memory effects. Clock skew issue and errors arising from substrate 

and supply coupling among different sections of the chip, which are particular relevant in 

SC mixed-signal designs, have to be addressed in analog domain. 

Since the linear error terms are the most important contributions to nonlinearities, only 
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correcting them with digital calibration techniques could relax enough challenges for the 

analog ADC core in advanced technology with low supply voltages, and save much power 

consumption. Meanwhile, the complexity to develop and to verify these calibration 

techniques is lower. 

 

Table 3-1 Choice of the error terms. 

error terms addressed in A or D 

linear gain errors due to finite opamp DC gain digital domain 

capacitor mismatch in MDAC digital domain 

incomplete settling errors in MDAC during 

amplification phase 

analog domain 

non-linear gain error of MDAC analog domain 

memory effects due to incomplete resetting errors in 

MDAC during sampling phase 

analog domain 

nonlinearity of the sampling switches analog domain 

mismatch between MDAC and subADC channels in 

SHA-less front-end 

analog domain 

comparator offset in multi-bit subADC analog domain 

incomplete settling of reference voltage analog domain 

clock jitters analog domain 

clock skew analog domain 

noise coupling from substrate analog domain 

 

3.1.2 Architecture and Systematic Optimizations 

The main goal of the systematic optimization is to determine the stage resolution (RS,i), 

scaling factor (β), size of sampling and feedback capacitors in each stage, DC gain and 

settling requirements of the Opamps for each MDAC. 

The primary objective in this design is to achieve a SNR of greater than 70dB and a 

SFDR of greater than 85dB while dissipating lessen than 100mW. With these systematic 

constraints and the pre-determined solutions for the above mentioned error sources, the 
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optimization is performed using the global optimization algorithm similar to the one 

developed by Y. Lin [65]. The power consumption is optimized with 3.5-b/stage in stage-1 

and 2.5-b/stage in stages 2-6, followed by a 3-b flash ADC at the end. Two redundancy bits 

are inserted to decrease the quantization noise in the back-end ADC for operating the 

calibration algorithm. The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 3-1. 

To achieve low noise and low power, the workload-balanced MDAC structure is 

implemented in each pipelined stage and a SHA-less architecture is utilized. The first three 

stages are modified to introduce signal-dependent dither (SDD), and the inter-stage gain 

errors in these stages, stemming from the capacitor mismatch and finite opamp DC gain 

errors, are calibrated. The digital block for pseudo-random sequences generation is run in 

FPGA, and calibration algorithm is run in MATLAB. The prototype also includes an 

internal reference voltages generator, a low noise clock receiver and a serial control 

interface (SCI) for programming. The size of the sampling capacitors (CS) are as the 

following, 2pF in state-1, 1pF in stage-2, 0.5pF in stage-3 and stage-4, 0.25pF in the 

following stages. 

 

 

Figure 3-1. Architecture for proposed 14bit pipelined ADC with digital calibration. 
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3.2 Stage-1: 3.5-b/stage with 1-b extra 

The first stage of a pipelined ADC is the most critical in terms of speed, power, noise and 

linearity. Using a multi-bit architecture has been shown to offer significant power savings 

for high-linearity noise-limited pipeline ADCs at the cost of increased circuit complexity 

[66]. The analysis introduced in [67] reveals that "for each additional bit quantized in 

stage-1, the noise due to the switches in the stage-2 passive sampling circuit can be reduced 

by a factor of    without additional power, if the flash power was neglected in analysis". 

This noise reduction can be traded for smaller capacitance and lower power, for a given 

noise budget. However, two fact will limit this power savings achievable. One is that the 

sampling capacitance can not be indefinitely scaled and will be limited by parasitic 

capacitance. Meanwhile, the flash power and area increase exponentially with the number 

of bits quantized. Based on detailed analysis of these tradeoffs, a 3.5-b architecture is used 

in the first stage. Further, an extra 1-bit is added in its flash to enable the signal-dependent 

dithering and digital calibration, as clarified in Chapter 2. In summary, stage-1 has a residue 

amplifier with a gain of 8, and a flash with 29 decisions. 

 

3.2.1 Digital Calibration for 3.5bit Stage 

The capacitor mismatch and finite opamp DC gain error are calibrated with 

signal-dependant dithering (SDD) scheme [63], which was extended for 3.5-bit/stage 

application in this work. The details to employ SDD scheme for multi-bit/stage application 

have been described in Chapter 2. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Three-mode transfer curve of the first stage. 
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Figure 3-3. The first stage with proposed MDAC and signal-dependent dithering. 

 

Fig. 3-2 shows the transfer of the stage's input signal to its digitized residue, for the 

three modes of transfer. A pseudo-random sequence (PN) alternating between 0 and 1 was 

used, for each input sample, to set the transfer mode and to control the digital calibration 

logic such that the same digital output work was generated for either transfer mode. As a 

result, the residue was PN-correlated. For each MSB, the MSB transition height was 

estimated out after the digital residue was correlated by the same PN and the output was 

averaged in digital domain. The effects of capacitor mismatch (Ci/Cf-1) and the finite gain 

error (δ) are merged and illustrated in the MSB transitions as in the following equations. 

 
 
 

 
                             

                            

 
                              

                                    

Hence, the extracted MSB transitions hi were used to calibrate the digitized ADC result Din, 

using the following equation, 

 
                 

   

   

                  

                           

                 

where              were output of the subADC in thermal code. The third mode, "dither 

off", is added for calibration of the following stages. For simplicity, the mismatch between 

the two split capacitors, Ci,1 and Ci,2, was neglected in previous analysis. In practice, it was 
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randomized by another pseudo-random sequence (SN) and contributes to noise only, instead 

of spurs. 

 

3.2.2 Stage-1 MDAC 

The schematic of the MDAC in stage-1 is illustrated in Fig. 3-3. A workload-balanced 

multi-bit/stage topology presented in [12] is implemented and modified to inject a 

signal-dependent dither through capacitive DAC. 

To achieve 70-dB SNR with 1.2Vpp full-scale input voltage, the total sampling 

capacitance is 2pF and split into 16 capacitors, the feedback capacitor Cf is 0.25pF. All 

these capacitors are implemented with MOM capacitors to minimize the active chip area, 

since its unit capacitance is larger than the one of MiM capacitor in the used 1P8M CMOS 

technology. Capacitor matching may be degraded with this configuration, introducing 

nonlinearity. Fortunately, this nonlinearity is static and can be corrected by the digital 

calibration. 

 

Figure 3-4. The effect of the setup time for rising edge of bootstrapped clock. 

 

To minimize sampling distortion, bootstrapped switches are used to track the input 

signal. As illustrated in Fig. 3-4, the setup time for rising edge, tdr, of the bootstrapped 

sampling clock, ФBS, will shorten the effective sampling duration, TS, while this issue was 

often neglected, unfortunately. In this work, the multi-phase non-overlapping clock 

generator and the bootstrapping clock generator are optimized together to shape ФBS. A 

special clock, ФBS_in, is produced by the non-overlapping clock generator and utilized as the 

input of the bootstrapping clock generator. As shown in Fig. 3-5, although tdr is not 

decreased, the negative pulse of ФBS_in is shaped to enable the bootstrapped clock ФBS 

synchronized with ФS, hence, the effective sampling period, TS, is enlarged. 
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Figure 3-5. Proposed clocking scheme to address the setup time issue of bootstrapped 

clock. 

 

3.2.3 Fast-settling, Medium-gain Amplifier 

Since the calibration scheme of this work also corrected gain errors, the DC gain of the 

opamp shown in Fig. 3-3 was designed with the medium DC gain required to adequately 

suppress distortion from the opamp. Considering the output swing, the opamp, which had a 

DC gain of around 70dB, was implemented using a two-stage topology as illustrated in Fig. 

3-6. The cascode-compensation technique is used for fast settling with the cost of 

complexity. The compensation capacitance is adjusted in Фt and in ФS to achieve different 

and optimized gain-bandwidth (GBW), because the feedback factor and the capacitive load 

in Фt are different with them in ФS. 

In a SC-based residue amplifier for high speed application, its output common-mode 

(CM) voltage stability has to be designed carefully. In case that the output CM variation is 

large, the input CM of the opamp varies and modulates the transconductance of the input 

pair as well the gain of the whole opamp. This modulation will introduce gain nonlinearity. 

This design takes advantage of the class-AB output stage to reduce the output CM variation 

by as large as about 80% comparing with its class-A counterpart. The CM stability in high 

speed applications is achieved with the utilization of this class-AB output stage and the 

current-mode CMFB loop, also optimized with large loop gain and loop bandwidth. 
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Figure 3-6. Opamp used in first stage MDAC. 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Proposed two-step subADC for the first stage. 

 

3.2.4 subADC in Stage-1 

To enable the signal-dependent dithering, it is noted that a 29-levels subADC is required for 

the first stage MDAC with a gain of 8x. A hybrid two-step flash topology is utilized here to 

implement this subADC. The principle of the proposed flash is, the polarity of the signal is 

firstly detected by a fast-speed zero-crossing detector (ZCD), then the sample-to-ground 

auto-zeroed (SGAZ) comparators compare the input signal to positive or negative threshold 

voltages according to the output of ZCD. Fig. 3-7 shows a single SGAZ with the ZCD, only 

single-ended is shown for simplicity, although differentially in practice. With this 
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configuration, only 15 low-offset comparators are required. Compared to a conventional 

29-levels subADC with 28 low-offset comparators, nearly half of the comparators in the 

conventional one can be removed, saving both area and power. By setting two redundant 

thresholds, -1/32Vr and 1/32Vr in P- and N- thresholds, respectively, the tolerable offset of 

ZCD is enlarged to  3/32Vr, which is an implementable specification parameter for the fast 

speed ZCD. Without these redundant, the tolerable offset of ZCD is 1/32Vr, which is not 

easy to achieve with the simple dynamic topology. Fig. 3-8 shows the schematic of the 

fast-speed ZCD utilized in this design. 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Schematic of the fast-speed zero-crossing detector (ZCD). 

 

Table. 3-2 compares the proposed subADC to the conventional 29-level subADCs. As 

we see, the proposed subADC architecture saves 11 pre-amplified comparators and 22 

threshold reference buffers, which means saving of much more dynamic and static power 

consumption. Meanwhile, it changes the total sampling capacitance of subADC from 1.6pF 

to 1pF, saving the power consumed by the previous driver. 

To both minimize the sampling mismatch between flash and MDAC, and to minimize 

the flash offsets, an isolated capacitor, Cx, is inserted in each SGAZ comparator, as shown 

in Fig. 3-7, which enables the comparator to simultaneously utilize sample-to-ground 

sampling technique and auto-zeroed offset cancellation technique. During the sampling 

phase, both the sampling capacitors of MDAC (CS) and the flash sampling capacitors (CS_FL) 

simultaneously sample the inputs Vinp-Vinn, while the top terminals of both CS and CS_FL 

short to AC ground directly. Bootstrapped input switches are used to track the input signal 

in both channels. Meanwhile, the offset of the pre-amplifier (Vos) is sampled in Cx. At the 

beginning of Фrst, the bottom terminals of CS_FL is short to Vthp or Vthn, producing a tip at the 

input of the pre-amplifier. This tip, in which Vos is already cancelled out, is amplified and 
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latched after a short delay to produce the valid flash data. This flash data drives the MDAC 

reference switches to produce the residue VRES at the output of the residue amplifier. 

This hybrid two-step flash topology is also utilized in the following stages, which saves 

almost 40% of the power consumed by the subADCs in total. 

 

Table 3-2. Proposed subADC compares to conventional one. 

 proposed con. subADC 

decision levels 29 29 

resolution (bits) 4.5 4.5 

number of pre-amplified comparators 15 28 

number of threshold reference buffers 15x2 28x2 

total sampling capacitance 15x60fF 28x60fF 

3.3 Full-Chip Integration 

The floor-plan of the ADC prototype, shown in Fig. 3-9, was designed carefully with lots of 

practical considerations, such as power/ground routine, isolation between analog and digital 

blocks, signal and clock routine, etc. The differential signal are fed from the left top to the 

first stage, pass by stage-2, stage-3, stage-4, stage-5, stage-6 and the flash, in turn. The 

serial control interface (SCI), global bias, internal reference buffer are placed in the up right 

corner, while the buffers for comparator thresholds (Vth BUF) are placed in the bottom side. 

The differential input clocks are fed from the left bottom of the chip to the clock generator. 

Careful thought was brought into the overall placement of different blocks in each 

pipelined stage, which is shown in Fig. 3-10. Notice that an N-well shield was used under 

the DAC capacitors to reduce the noise from the substrate. With this arrangement, the 

critical opamp section is not only as far from the clock lines and digital blocks as possible, 

but is also separated by an N-well and two guard-rings. 
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Figure 3-9. Floorplan of the prototype ADC. 

 

 

Figure 3-10. Floorplan of the pipeline stage. 

 

The overall placement of the major building blocks and the arrangement for each 

mixed-mode pipeline stage partition the whole chip core into different function areas, as 

shown in Fig. 3-11, and benefit the routine for power supply and ground lines. Noise 

coupling through power supply lines or ground is decreased by using separate 
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supplies/grounds for analog, switched-capacitor (SC), digital and clock circuits. Another 

separate supply is used for internal guard-ring, which is connected with analog supply and 

SC supply in the pad-ring. 

 

 

Figure 3-11. Power and ground supply planes inside the chip. 

 

The delay matching of the clock signals in different pipelined stages is very critical to 

the function as well as the performance. The internal clock distribution network shown in 

Fig. 3-12 is used in this design. This distributed clock buffering scheme reduces the load of 

clock drivers from the parasitic capacitance of the interconnection wires and reduces the 

delay skew stemming from the mismatch of the interconnection wires. For long clock lines, 

wide metal-7 or metal-8 lines are used to reduce the metal resistance and parasitic 

capacitance. 

 

Figure 3-12. On-chip clock distribution network. 
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3.4 Measurement Results 

The analog portion of the prototype calibrated ADC including the pipelined stages, clock 

generation circuit, optional internal reference buffer, common-mode voltage buffer, SCI 

interface, was fabricated in a 0.13 µm CMOS technology and occupies an active area of 1.3 

mm
2
, shown in Fig. 3-13. The raw digital outputs of each stage and peseudo-random 

sequences are synchronized in chip and brought off-chip through CMOS pads, which makes 

the prototype size of 2mmx2.4mm is pad-limited. The chip is directly attached to a 

custom-designed PCB and is bonded using chip-on-board (COB) technology. The bonding 

diagram of the prototype is shown in Fig. 3-14. 

 

 

Figure 3-13. Micrograph of the prototype ADC. 

 

 

Figure 3-14. Calibrated ADC bonding diagram. 
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The setup for measurement is showing in Fig. 3-15. Fig. 3-16 shows the evolution 

boards including a main board and an interface board. The prototype and RF baluns are 

bonded in main board, power supplies, optional external reference voltage supplies and 

other components are placed in the interface board. 

 

 

Figure 3-15. Photo of the measurement setup for the prototype ADC. 

 

 

Figure 3-16. Micrograph of the evaluation board for the prototype ADC. 

 

The input clock is generated using high performance arbitrary wave generator, Agilent 

7062B, while the ADC input signal is produced by 15 bit arbitrary wave generator, Agilent 

8241. The clock and the ADC input signal are converted from single-ended sinusoids to 

differential signals using baluns, provided from MINI Inc. on the PCB. For the input signal, 

spurious components in the signal source are rejected using low pass filter or bandpass filter 

from MINI. A FPGA development board is used to produce the pseudo-random sequences 

and operate as SCI master to configure the ADC prototype. The synchronized raw outputs 

from the pipelined stages and the pseudo-random sequences are acquired by Agilent logic 

analyzer 16822A and exported. The calibration algorithm implemented in Matlab calibrates 
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the exported codes and analyzes the results. 

To evaluate its dynamic performance, this particular ADC was first calibrated at the 

sample rate of 25MS/s and a full-scale 4.7MHz sinewave input signal. The extracted error 

coefficients of the first three stage were used to correct the ADC outputs at various input 

frequencies and sampling rates. 

Fig. 3-17 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the prototype pipelined ADC (a) 

before and (b) after calibration with 1.2V supply and an input amplitude of -0.67 dBFS. The 

sample rate is 50 MS/s and the input frequency is 4.7 MHz. Before calibration, the SFDR is 

limited by to 66.5 dB; after calibration, the SFDR is improved to 81.9 dB by decreasing the 

harmonic spurs HD3 and HD5. The SNDR improves from 58.6 dB to 64.4 dB, limited by 

the noise. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-17. Measured output spectrum. (a)without calibration. (b) with calibration. 

 

Fig. 3-18 shows the measured SFDR versus the input frequency (fin) after calibration at 

50 MS/s, when the input signals are -1 dBFS. As seen, the SFDR drops sharply from 80 dB 

to 71.4 dB when the frequency is higher than 10.7 MHz. This degradation is due to the 

mismatch between the comparator channels and MDAC channel, which is not optimized in 
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this design. This conclusion is proved by the small signal FFT. For small-signal inputs, the 

front-end sampling circuit typically contributes very little distortion, and, therefore, the 

SFDR is likely to be limited by tones caused by DNL errors due to random component 

mismatches in pipelined stages. Fig. 3-19 shows the measured SFDR normalized to 

full-scale versus the input frequency after calibration for the input sine wave signals of 

-15.2 dBFS. The worst-case small-signal SFDR after calibration over these input 

frequencies is still >80 dB. 

 

 

Figure 3-18. Measured SFDR versus input frequency at 50MS/s, when the input signal 

power is -1dBFS. 

 

 

Figure 3-19. Measured SFDR versus input frequency at 50MS/s, when the input signal 

power is -15dBFS, showing SFDR normalized to full-scale. 

 

Fig. 3-20 plots the measured SNR/SNDR/SFDR at fixed input of 1.7 MHz and various 

sampling rates, which verifies the effectiveness of the calibration algorithm to calibrate the 
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static nonlinearity coming from capacitor mismatch and finite opamp DC gain. 

 

 

Figure 3-20. Measured SNDR/SFDR with varying sample rate (error coefficients extracted 

at 25 MS/s). 

 

Table. 3-3 summarizes the measured performance results. The ADC consumes 76 mW 

at 1.2 V supply, excluding the internal reference buffer and the digital calibration logic. Its 

active area and SFDR compare favorably to most designs with similar specifications. In 

case that ENOB in term of SFDR, instead of ENOB in term of SNDR as shown in Equation 

(3.3), is used to calculate the power efficiency, its FoM2 might be 0.19 pJ/conversion. 

     
     

 
           

       

.          (3.3) 

 

Table 3-3. Summarized ADC performance. 

Process 1.2V 0.13 µm CMOS 

Supply Voltage / Input Range 1.2V / 1.2Vpp 

SNDR @ 50 MS/s 64.4dB @ fin=4.7 MHz 

SFDR @ 50 MS/s 81.9dB @ fin=4.7 MHz 

Active Die Area 1.3 mm
2 

Power Dissipation 76 mW (ADC core only) 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter presents the implementation and evaluation of a 14 bit 50 MS/s ADC which 
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employs the time-spreading digital calibration technique to achieve better power-linearity 

tradeoff. A workload-balanced multiplying digital-to-analog converter (WB-MDAC) 

architecture is also introduced and integrated to improve the settling efficiency of high 

linear multi-bit MDACs. The detailed measurement results are reported and deliver the 

experimental verification of the proposed techniques. 
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Chapter 4 

Analog to Digital Conversion with Flexibility 
 

 

Recently, much research efforts are carried out to enable energy efficient ADCs design for 

portable multi-standard communication systems such as WCDMA, TD-CDMA, WLAN 

802.11n, DVB-H, CMMB, etc. The ADCs for such mobile applications need a resolution of 

10 to 12 bits, and an input bandwidth of up to 50MHz across a wide range of sample rates, 

spanning a few to several tens of mega samples per second with low power consumption. 

Then speed-on-demand, i.e., the ability to program the sampling rate to maintain a good 

power/speed ratio, is essential for an energy efficient design. A well-known FOM that 

relates power consumption to speed and accuracy of the ADC is given by Equation (4.1). 

 

                                (4.1) 

 

A FOM of 0.3pJ or even less has been reported for 10-bit ADCs (SNDR >58 dB) 

optimized for at one fs [68, 69] while 12 bit ADCs (SNDR>66dB) show a FOM of 0.1 pJ 

[69]. However, ADCs with scalable speed and power are not as power efficient as ones with 

fixed sample rate, e.g, 10 bit programmable ADCs only show a FOM of 0.5 pJ [70]. In this 

chapter, an ADC with programmable speed and power is presented that achieves a FOM of 

0.26 to 0.49 pJ/conversion over a large range of sample rates, and an SNDR of larger than 

62dB. 

The proposed 12 bit ADC employs OTA sharing and improved SHA-free topology to 

minimize the power consumption. To address the memory effect and successive-stage 

cross-talk issues, a common-mode-sensing-and-input interchanging (CSII) technique is 

employed. Plenty of on-chip programmability is added to maintain a good power/speed 

ratio and to address process and temperature variance. 
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4.1  ADC Architecture and On-chip Programmability 

The architecture of the proposed 12 bit programmable pipelined ADC, as shown in Fig. 4-1, 

consists of 5 2.5-bit stages, 3-bit flash ADC, on-chip voltage reference buffer, a low jitter 

clock receiver, digital correction logic and serial control interface (SCI). The dedicated 

sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA) is removed and two opamps are shared in stages 2-5 to 

save the power dissipation. The adjustable current biasing scheme is used to program the 

speed and power of this ADC, controlled through SCI. Hence, the power of OTAs and 

comparators are scalable with the sample rate. The ADC implements full on-chip voltage 

reference buffers, with on-chip RC filters to reduce the high-frequency switching noise, 

enabling high speed sample rate without external decoupling capacitors. The drivability of 

the internal reference buffers is also re-configurable with the sample rate. Off-chip voltage 

references are optional, when the internal ones are power-down. Furthermore, many 

reference and bias voltages, load resistors, etc, are made programmable to accommodate 

unexpected parameter skews. 

 

 

Figure 4-1. Block diagram of the proposed 12bit pipelined ADC. 

 

Non-overlapping clocks produced by the clock generator are used to control the 

operation of the pipelined ADC. Fig. 4-2 shows the clocking scheme. For the odd numbered 
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stages, Ф1 is the sampling phase and Ф2 is the holding phase. However, for the even 

numbered stages, Ф1 is the holding phase and Ф2 is the sampling phase. Ф1p and Ф2p have 

the same rising edges as those of Ф1 and Ф2, but their falling edges are in front of those of 

Ф1 and Ф2, respectively. They are used to turn off the sampling switches before the end of 

the sampling phase, with a duration (t1) of 200ps. In this way, charge injection effect of the 

sampling switches is addressed. During the non-overlapping time between Ф1 and Ф2,  t2, 

the decision of the subADC is generated and passed on to the decode block. 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Clocking scheme to control the operation of the pipelined ADC. 

 

4.2  First Stage 

4.2.1 Matching between MDAC and subADC Channels 

The deletion of the dedicated SHA is an effective way to reduce the power and noise 

sources [66]. Different techniques are proposed in the past ten years to improve the input 

bandwidth of SHA-free ADC, by minimizing the timing skew or bandwidth mismatch 

between two networks, or maximizing the correction range. The first stages shown in Fig. 

4-3 and Fig. 4-4 are often used in a SHA-less pipeline ADC, as introduced in [71 ] and [72], 

respectively. They have the almost same architectures as those for stages used in the 

pipelined ADC with SHA. However, the first stage shown in Fig. 4-3 employs a 

sample-to-ground scheme in its MDAC path and the sample-to-virtual-ground scheme in its 

comparator paths. This difference requires the designers to adjust the sizing and layout of 

the sampling network including the opamps according to the thorough pre-simulation and 

post-simulation results. It will take a longer design period, since the simulation of a high 

resolution switched-capacitor mixed-signal system is very slow. Things will be further 
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complex if RC matching between the MDAC path and multi-comparators paths are 

expected in a multi-bit stage. The first stage shown in Fig. 4-4 might be better for matching, 

but the offset of the dynamic comparators limits its application in a multi-bit stage. [66] 

uses a ping-pang offset calibration loop to minimize the offset of the dynamic latch, and 

further improves this topology for the multi-bit applications. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. SHA-free sampling network with conventional auto-zeroed comparators[71]. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. SHA-free sampling network with sampling-to-ground comparators [72]. 

In this thesis, an alternative low-offset comparator implementation is proposed, which 
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enables the sampling-to-ground architecture to be used both in MDAC and in the 

comparators, and minimizes the mismatch between the signal sampled by the MDAC and 

the comparators, to some extent. 

The simplified schematic of the first stage used in this design is shown in Fig. 4-5, and 

consists of non-flip-around MDAC channel and flash subADC channel. During the 

sampling phase Ф1, both MDAC sampling capacitor CS and flash sampling capacitors (CS,Sig) 

simultaneously sample Vin, while the top terminals of them short to AC ground directly, 

which might improve the bandwidth matching between the two sampling networks with 

carefully sizing the input switches, sampling switches and sampling capacitors. The same 

clock edge, buffered by an in-stage clock buffer, is used to drive all sampling switches, 

while the same bootstrapped clock is utilized to drive all input switches. As a result, the 

timing skew between the MDAC and the flash is expected to be minimized. 

 

 

Figure 4-5. Implementation of the SHA-less 2.5-bit stage-1. 

 

The parasitic capacitance in the top terminals of CS and CS,Sig as well as in the other 

nodes of both sampling networks, complexes the matching of the bandwidths of the two 

networks. Metal resistors with small but different value are inserted in both networks 
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according to post-layout simulations, and the bandwidths of the two networks are matched 

as closely as possible after some iterations. 

By utilizing auto-zeroed offset cancellation in the flash comparators to minimize their 

offsets, the tolerance of the sampling mismatch is increased. As shown in Fig. 4-5, an 

isolated capacitor, CS,os, is inserted in each comparator, which enables the comparator to 

simultaneously utilize sample-to-ground sampling technique and auto-zeroed offset 

cancellation technique. During the sampling phase Ф1, the offset of the pre-amplifier (Vos) 

is sampled in CS,os. At the beginning of Ф2, the bottom terminals of CS,Sig and CS,Th are 

shorted to AC ground, producing a tip at the input of the pre-amplifier. This tip, in which 

Vos is already cancelled out, is amplified and latched after a short delay to produce the valid 

flash data. With the gain of pre-amplifier, the offset of the dynamic latch contributes little to 

the overall comparator offset. 

 

L

Preamplifier Latch RS Flip-Flop

Vinp Vinn
M1 M2

L

L

 

Figure 4-6. Schematic of the comparator, excluding switched-capacitor front-end. 

 

Fig. 4-6 shows the schematic of the comparator without SC front-end. It consists of a 

preamplifier, a dynamic latch and a RS flip-flop. The differential input pair of the 

preamplifier is PMOS, while the load transistors are NMOS, hence, the output 

common-mode voltage of the preamplifier will not decrease so much when the supply 

voltage becomes smaller. Otherwise the differential input pair of the dynamic latch would 

work at sub-threshold region and introduce much more offset. Comparing with the 

conventional RS flip-flop based on two NANDs, the RS flip-flop utilized here introduces an 

additional input pair, M1 and M2, to charge one of the latched outputs and to shorten the 

delay. 
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To minimize sampling distortion, linear bootstrapped input switches are used to track 

the input signal. The schematic of the booster to generate the bootstrapped sampling clock 

for input switches is similar to the one described in [73], as shown in Fig. 4-7. 

CK

VIN

CK_Boost

 

Figure 4-7. Simplified schematic of bootstrapping switch. 

 

4.2.2 OTA in Stage-1 

A low-voltage fully differential CMOS opamp is used in the first stage, as shown in Fig. 4-8. 

This opamp is a two-stage architecture consisting of a differential input stage and a 

common-source stage. 

To minimize the 1/f noise, the differential input stage uses pMOS inputs with a 

folded-cascode structure. The common-source stage maximizes the output signal swing and 

reduces power consumption. Cascode compensation is employed to improve the settling 

speed and power supply rejection ratio (PSRR) over conventional Miller compensation. 

One of the disadvantages for a typical SC-CMFB is its small loop gain, due to which 

the common-mode-level settling is limited. It is not desired in the high-speed applications. 

What's more, 2 SC-CMFB blocks are needed for the two-stage Op-amp. To overcome this 

defect, a current-mode CMFB circuit with large loop gain is proposed at the cost of some 

extra current. 

The opamp is optimized for low power, high gain and fast settling of the first MDAC. 

As shown in Tab. 4-1, the post-layout simulation results show a DC gain of 93 dB, a 14 dB 

gain frequency of 157 MHz and a 14 dB phase margin of 82.3-degree for a capacitance load 

of 2.6 pF, in the worst case. Because the MDAC has a feedback ratio of 1/5, the 

considerable bandwidth and phase margin of the opamp locate at the points where its DC 

gain is 14 dB. Its settling time for 12 bit settling resolution, obtained through the transient 

simulation of the MDAC with ideal switches, is 10 ns. Its simulated power dissipation is 11 
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mW. 

 

 

Figure 4-8. Simplified stage-1 residue amplifier schematic. 

 

Table 4-1. Post-layout simulation results of Opamp in stage-1 

corner DC Gain BW@14dB PM@14dB ST@12bit Power 

SS, 100 
o
C 93.7 dB 157 MHz 82.3 dB 10 nS 9.15 mA 

TT, 27 
o
C 100 dB 214 MHz 80.4 dB 8 nS 9.25 mA 

FF, 0 
o
C 101 dB 292 Mhz 72 dB 6 nS 9.3 mA 

 

4.3 MDAC and CSII Opamp-sharing in Back-end Stages 

To further save the converter's power consumption, opamp-sharing technique is used in the 

following stages, stage-2 to stage-5. Flip-around architecture of the MDAC is utilized in 

these stages to increase the feedback ratio. Stage-2 and stage-3 share one opamp and have 

the same size of sampling switches and sampling capacitor. Stage-4 shares an opamp with 

stage-5. 

To get rid of the problems of non-resetting and successive-stage crosstalk, a CSII 

folded-cascode opamp architecture, as shown in Fig. 4-9, is used in the following stages. 

Fig. 4-10 illustrates a 2.5-bit opamp-sharing MDAC using this opamp topology. Their 
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operation principle could be found in [13], and is re-visited here. When Ф1 is high, both 

Vinp,a and Vinn,a are connected to the input common-mode voltage Vicm, while Vinp,b and Vinn,b 

are the active differential inputs of the shared opamp. In the meantime, the shared opamp 

works in holding phase for the S-B stage. In this case, the transistors M3 and M4 are set as 

the input pair, while the transistors M1 and M2 serve as bias pairs of the error amplifier for 

common-mode feedback (CMFB) loop. Similarly, when Ф2  is high, both Vinp,b and Vinn,b 

are tied to Vicm, while Vinp,a and Vinn,a are the active differential inputs of the shared opamp. 

The shared opamp works in holding phase for the S-A stage. Hence, M1 and M2 become 

the input pair, and M3 and M4 are bias pair. The input and bias transistor pairs are 

interchanged between different clock phases. Hence, the memory effect induced by the 

summing nodes never resetting can be eliminated. The crosstalk path is also avoided 

completely. Furthermore, because no switches appear at the active input nodes of the shared 

opamp, the charge injection and the input-dependent resistance do not exist, resulting at 

better linearity and improved settling speed. In addition, no extra power is consumed by the 

bias transistor pair in this CSII folded-cascode opamp, because it is necessary for the error 

amplifier and important for the stability of the CMFB loop. 

 

 

Figure 4-9. Topology of CSII OTA. 

 

 

Figure 4-10. Schematic of CSII opamp-sharing MDAC. 
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4.4 Programmable On-chip Reference Buffer 

In SC pipelined ADC, voltage reference buffer is needed although it consumes much power. 

It includes MDAC reference buffer and threshold voltage buffer. The former is to charge or 

discharge the MDAC capacitors to specific reference levels during the amplification phase 

of MDACs. The later one provides threshold voltages for comparators in subADCs. Shown 

in Fig. 4-11, the threshold voltage buffer consists of a resistor ladder and a number of unit 

gain amplifiers, which number is same as the number of thresholds. 

In conventional, MDAC reference buffer is combined with large external decoupling 

capacitors to fulfill quick charging or discharging MDAC capacitors with low power 

dissipation. However, in a multi-standard wireless transceiver system including I/Q ADCs, 

up to 6 external components might be required, in addition to increased package size. If 

instead, the reference voltages are shared between channels to reduce component count, 

crosstalk severely degrades performance. A fully integrated reference buffer for each 

channel is expected to eliminate the need for external decoupling without compromising 

crosstalk performance. 

The fully integrated reference buffer, proposed in [74], consists of 2 source followers, 

MN0 and MP0, and a floating current source bias, MN2. With this configuration, the 

current to VREF is actively supplied by source followers. MN0 and MP0 provide isolation 

from ringing at the supply nodes VDD and VSS caused by parasitic inductance, limiting 

crosstalk. 

[75] presents another solution of the full integrated reference buffer. It employs a 

two-stage topology with Miller-compensation and a common-source second stage. The 

common-source second stage is designed to have a low output impedance similar to that of 

the source-follower, and to actively supply the current for charging or discharging the 

capacitors connected to the output. The compensation resistor Rc and Miller capacitor Cc 

controls the charging or discharging time. Amplifiers AMPT and AMPC drive transistors 

MPB and MNB while suppressing the low frequency noise components from the outputs. 
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Figure 4-11. Simplified schematic of internal voltage reference buffer. 

 

The simplified schematic of the fully integrated reference buffer used in this design is 

shown in Fig. 4-11. This MDAC reference buffer is similar to the reference buffer described 

in [75], with the primary difference being the removal of the RC components for Miller 

compensation. The dominant pole of this two stage amplifier is designed to locate at the 

output node of the second stage, which has a low output impedance and could actively 

source or sink large current to charge or discharge the load. Its output impedance, combined 

with the capacitive load, controls the bandwidth of this buffer amplifier, instead of the RC 

components for Miller-compensation. As a result, programmable bandwidth is achieved by 

reconfigure the size of the second buffer amplifier, which is implemented as an digital 

controlled array of the buffer amplifiers. Each of the buffer amplifiers consists of MPA, MPB, 

MNB, MNA and transistor switches. The two cascade transistors MPB and MNB are biased by 

the drain voltages of the tail transistors of the input stages without the need of some extra 

biasing circuits. Simple on-chip RC filters, integrated with the references, considerably 

reduce the high-frequency switching noise resulting from repeated charging and discharging 

operations at the reference voltage outputs. These filters also further minimize the settling 

time even at a maximum sampling rate without large conventional off-chip decoupling 

capacitors with levels of several µF. 

Considering the testability and enabling performance comparison, off-chip voltage 

references are optional. The external reference control pin (EXTREF) in Fig. 4-11 decides 

to use either on-chip or off-chip voltage references. With the EXTREF high, the MDAC 
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reference buffer is power-off and two voltage output nodes are in a high impedance status. 

This makes it possible to use off-chip references if needed. 

4.5 Low Jitter Clock Receiver 

To produce a low-jitter clock source, an input differential sine wave from an instrument is 

fed from off-chip. An clock amplifier followed by an inverter, as shown in Fig. 4-12, is 

utilized to receive this input sine-wave, and to generate a low jitter single-ended square 

wave clock. From this clock, all other clocks are derived with an conventional 

non-overlapping multi-phase clock generator. However, since the non-overlapping time in 

this design is 1.1ns, the inverter chain in non-overlapping clock generator is too long, which 

increases the clock jitter of the sampling clock. To further improve ADC's high frequency 

performance, this clock receiver should be further optimized. 

 

 

Figure 4-12. Simplified schematic of clock amplifier. 

 

 

Figure 4-13. Die photograph of the programmable ADC. 
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4.6 Measurement Results 

A single-chip prototype of the ADC of this work was fabricated in a 1.2 V 0.13 µm CMOS 

process at first. Fig. 4-13 shows its photograph. The core area is 1.5 mm x 1.0 mm, and the 

maximum input signal swing is 1.2 Vp-p. This silicon-proven IP has also been integrated in 

a multiband transceiver SoC for WCDMA/GSM, as shown in Fig. 4-14, with minor 

modifications. 

 

 

Figure 4-14. Die photograph of multiband transceiver integrating 

dual channel programmable ADCs. 

 

4.6.1 Test Set-up 

To achieve the expected performance of the designed programmable pipelined ADC, a good 

measurement solution with a well-done evaluation board is of utmost importance. Fig. 4-15 

shows the test set-up, and Fig. 4-16 is a photo of its evaluation board. 
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Figure 4-15. Test set-up for the 12bit programmable pipelined ADC. 

 

 

Figure 4-16. Evaluation board of the 12bit programmable pipelined ADC. 

 

The clock input is a single-ended sine-wave generated using high performance arbitrary 

wave generator, Agilent 7062B, while the ADC input signal is generated either using 15-bit 

arbitrary wave generator, Agilent 8241, or using RF signal generator, Agilent E4438c. The 

former is for measuring the dynamic performance metrics, while the latter is better for static 

performance test, since the signal from Agilent 8241 have better linearity but limited 

amplitude. For the input signal, spurious components in the signal source are further 

rejected using coaxial low pass filter or bandpass filter. A FPGA development board is used 

to operate as SCI master and configure the ADC prototype. The digital outputs are acquired 

by Agilent logic analyzer 16822A, while an clock output from the test chip is used to 

synchronize the data acquisition. 
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The designed evaluation board was implemented in a four-layer printed circuit board 

(PCB). The top layer is mainly used to place the components and route signal traces. The 

second layer is the ground plane. The third layer is the power plane. Different power supply 

voltages can be distributed to various blocks in this layer. The bottom layer is used to place 

the rest of the components, such as decoupling capacitors, and to route the remaining 

signals. While designing this evaluation board, some guidelines should be followed, which 

discuss the special circuit connections and layout requirements. 

Power supplies for ADCs are very important. Therefore, it is important to provide clean, 

quiet power supplies because most ADCs have poor power supply rejection ratios. Linear 

regulators are often used to provide a quieter, higher performance solution. For flexibility 

and distinguish power consumption of some specific part, another option is also designed, 

which generates clean power supplies from high performance voltage source instruments. 

Multiple suppliers are required in this evaluation board. Each supply of the test chip is 

decoupled by tantalum capacitors of 0.1 µF and 2.2 µF for the high-frequency noise. 

The configuration for the analog input front-end is critical to achieve the expected 

performance. The analog input signal interface is shown in Fig. 4-17, in which the 

single-ended signal is translated into differential signals through a balun. Then the 

differential signals are further filtered by a symmetric RCR network before fed into the chip. 

The capacitor C serves also to remove the charges from the SC sampling network inside the 

chip. Since the typical frequency of the input signal is in range of 0 to 70 MHz, the RC 

values are designed as 22 Ω and 22 pF. 

 

 

Figure 4-17. Analog input signal interface. 
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Figure 4-18. Clock input signal interface. 

 

Fig. 4-18 shows the clock input signal interface. Since the clock input signal fed into 

the chip should be differential sinusoidal signals and amplified by the clock receiver 

internally, a balun-based single-to-differential circuit is also applied as which for the analog 

input signal interface. Since the common level is provided internally, the DC offset of the 

clock signal is removed by AC-coupling capacitors, C3 and C4. The back-to-back diodes are 

inserted between the differential signal paths as to shunt big pulse. 

All external common-mode voltages and reference voltages are also generated by the 

regulators, which are buffered by commercial amplifiers with high drivability, as shown in 

Fig. 4-19 and Fig. 4-20. Except that the feedback factor of the opamp configuration for 

reference voltages is about 2/3, other opamps are in unit feedback configuration. Fig. 4-20 

shows how to guarantee that the middle level of VREFP and VREFN be VOCM. The 

common levels and references can be also provided on-chip, so Fig. 4-19 and Fig. 4-20 is 

just an option for easy test. 

 

 

Figure 4-19. External buffers for input and output common voltages. 
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Figure 4-20. External buffers for reference voltage. 

 

Several criteria were also applied to minimize the crosstalk between traces, and the 

parasitic capacitance and resistance. Signal traces are also routed carefully to depress the 

potential cross-talk. All differential signal traces are routed symmetrically. The interface 

circuits which generate sensitive analog input signals and differential clocks, are placed as 

close as possible to the test chip. 

 

4.6.2 Measurement Results 

The measured differential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral nonlinearity (INL), plotted in 

Fig. 4-21 are within 0.5 LSB and  0.82 LSB, respectively. The measured dynamic 

performance with external reference buffer and internal buffers are compared in Fig. 4-22, 

when fs=30.7 MS/s and fin=10.7 MHz. With external reference buffer and external 0.1 µF 

decoupling capacitor, its SNDR and SFDR are 67.4 dB and 80 dB, respectively. With 

internal reference buffer and without external 0.1µF decoupling capacitor, its SNDR and 

SFDR are 66.4 dB and 87 dB. As seen, the internal reference buffer enables the low cost 

design with favorable SNDR and SFDR, while it doesn't require any external 1 µF 

decoupling capacitors. When the external reference buffer and large external decoupling 

capacitor are used, the parasitic inductance and resistance of the bonding wire and I/O pads 

degrade the settling of the reference, hence degrade the ADC's linearity. The curves in Fig. 

4-23 show the ADC's SNDR, SNR, and SFDR as a function of fin for a particular power of 

26mW, including the dynamic power, and speed setting of 30.7 MS/s. With a sample 

frequency of 30.7 MHz, this ADC has an SFDR of greater than 75 dB and SNDR of greater 

than 60 dB up to 60 MHz. Fig. 4-24 shows the ADC's ENOB as a function of fS for several 

discrete power settings, operating from a 1.2 V supply with fin=10.7 MHz.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-21. Measured (a)DNL. (b) INL. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-22. Measured FFT plot at a sample rate of 30.7 MS/a and a input frequency of 

10.7 MHz with (a) external reference buffer and decoupling capacitors, (b) internal 

reference buffer and without external decoupling capacitor. 
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Figure 4-23. SNR/SNDR/SFDR versus input frequency. 

 

 

Figure 4-24. ENOB with various power setting. 

 

 

Figure 4-25. Measured FoM versus sample rate compared to previously published ADCs. 

For design in JSSC2008 [76], only the FoM for sample rate of 24~50 MS/s are compared. 
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As seen, its maximum sample rate, for a fixed ENOB of 10.5 bit, increases with the 

increasing power consumption. From Fig. 4-25, the power of the ADC is shown to compare 

favorably to other recently published 10 or 12 bit ADCs over a range of sampling rates from 

5 to 45 MS/s. 

Table. 4-2 summarizes the key measured results of this design, compared to previous 

published programmable pipelined ADCs. The power of internal reference buffer is not 

included for comparison. The measured SNDR is in range of 62.5 dB to 69.2 dB, and the 

peak SFDR is 80.7 dB for all speed options of 5 ~ 45 MS/s, while the FoM is in a range of 

0.26 ~ 0.49 pJ/step, which compares favorably to those other recently published 

programmable pipelined ADCs' performance. 

 

Table 4-2. Summary of ADC Performance 

 This design ISSCC06 [70] JSSC08 [76] ESSCIRC10 [77] 

Process (nm) 130 90 180 90 

Supply 1.2 1.2 1.8 1.2 

fs  (MS/s) 5 ~ 45 25 ~ 110 0.16 ~ 50 0.4 ~ 44 

Power (mW) 3.6 ~ 27.6 10 ~ 35 0.6 ~ 27 0.18 ~ 22.9 

SNDR (dB) 62.5 ~ 69.2 > 57.8 >51.5 59.1 ~ 66.6 

SFDR (dB) 74.1 ~ 80.7 > 65 > 60.5 66 ~ 82 

fin 0 ~ 80MHz@ 

SFDR > 72dB 

0 ~ 100MHz@ 

SFDR > 65dB 

0-267MHz@ 

SFDR > 60.5dB 

N/A 

FoM @ 

30MS/s 

0.38  

pJ/conv. 

0.5 

pJ/conv. 

0.87 

pJ/conv. 

N/A 

FoM  

Range 

0.26 ~ 0.49 

pJ/conv. 

0.5 

pJ/conv. 

0.87 ~ 6.5 

pJ/conv. 

0.35 ~ 0.5 

pJ/conv. 

 

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter presents a 1.2 V 12 bit speed and power scalable pipelined ADC in 0.13 µm 

CMOS technology. The proposed ADC employs (1) OTA sharing and improved SHA-free 

topology to minimize the power consumption, (2) adjustable current bias of OTAs, 

comparators and reference buffers to maintain a good power/speed ratio. To eliminate 
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memory effect that often occurs with OTA-sharing techniques, a common-mode- 

-sensing-and-input interchanging technique is utilized, which also benefits the OTA settling 

speed. The circuit implementation and its electrical performances are demonstrated. The 

results of the silicon have verified the employed techniques for programmability.  
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Chapter 5 

Flexible Analog Front-end 
 

 

In this chapter, we discuss the implementation of the ultra low power flexible analog 

front-end circuits with two case studies. One is to retrieve weak current signal for photo 

detection sensors and biochemical sensors, the other is to condition the weak bioelectrical 

signals fro biopotential recording.   

5.1  Analog Front-end for Photodetection Sensor 

5.1.1 Principles and Challenges 

The basic function of a photodetection sensor is to convert the light intensity to digital 

codes. In general, a photo detection sensor usually consists of photosensitive component, 

current readout circuit and quantization circuit. The photosensitive component converts the 

light intensity to weak photo current and the current readout circuit converts the current to 

voltage with intrinsic signal conditioning (filtering and amplification). Quantization circuit 

converts the voltage to digital codes. 

    In the last two decades, CMOS based photo detection sensors has been researched and 

developed [78-81], expected to achieve similar performance comparing with its CCD or 

APD counterparts, step by step. Previous works in CMOS based photo detection sensors 

typically utilize an ADC to quantize the output voltage of the transimpedance amplifier 

(TIA) [82, 83], resulting in several disadvantages. For example, a capacitive SAR ADC can 

be low power, but has large area overhead [84]. On the other hand, a sigma-delta ADC can 

achieve better resolution, but consumes significant power [85]. An inverter-based 

sigma-delta solution might be even better [86]. Pulse-width modulation (PWM) is another 

method for analog quantization [87, 88], which converts the input photocurrent to a pulse 

width, utilizing a low noise TIA followed with a comparator. In this way, the complexity 

and power consumption of the system are reduced. However, the reference voltage for the 
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comparator is typically fixed, such that the conversion requires excessively long integration 

time when the input optical intensity is small. In this section, an improved PWM-based 

photodetection front-end with folded-reference is proposed to address above mentioned 

issues, and to achieve both large dynamic range and high sensitivity at the same time [19]. 

 

 

Figure 5-1. Architecture of the proposed optical front-end with a folded-reference. 

 

5.1.2 Front-end Architecture and Implementations 

The architecture of the folded-reference front-end, shown in Fig. 5-1, is quite simple and 

consists of a TIA with a T-type low leakage current switch, two comparators, a ramp 

generator, and logic circuits. The reference voltage of CMP1 is a fixed voltage and CMP2 is 

the proposed folded reference. As illustrated in Fig. 5-2, if the input optical power is large, 

the photocurrent is large as well, therefore, the output voltage of the TIA reaches V1 in a 

short time duration. In contrast, when the input optical power is small, the photocurrent is 

also small, and the voltage Vref1 becomes a folded reference voltage, thereby decreasing 

the integration time. The converted pulse width signal is measured with a time-to-digital 

converter implemented in an external MCU, and used to calculate the photocurrent that is 

correlated to the input optical power. Eq.(5.1)-(5.3) provide the relationship between the 

intensity of the input photocurrent and the pulse width of the output signal. Details of the 

operation principle are reported in the attachment paper IV. 
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              (5.2) 

              (5.3) 

 

 

Figure 5-2. Operating principle of the folded-reference detector when input optical power is: 

(a) large or (b) small. 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3. Photocurrent versus integration time. 
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photocurrent is lower than 10pA, the integration time of the proposed scheme ascends very 

slowly compared with the fixed reference. There are some additional benefits that can be 

obtained by using this improved photocurrent sensor front-end. First, the proposed 

folded-reference voltage Vref1 increases the dynamic range (DR) of the input optical power, 

as it permits a smaller input optical power compared with conventional detection. Second, 

the use of two comparators instead of an entire ADC simplifies the architecture and lowers 

the power consumption. 

The photo detection front-end was integrated with the N-well/p-sub photodiode and 

implemented in a 0.18 µm CMOS process. Fig. 5-4 shows the micrograph of the die. The 

chip has a size of 0.8 mm
2
 including the ESD pads, and the pixel size of the photodiode is 

3.84×10
-4

cm
2
.
 
The measurement setup shown in Fig. 5-5, consisting of a monochromator, 

Y-type optical fiber, an optical power meter (Thorlabs PM100D) and a signal acquisition 

board (PXI-6542, NI), is used to evaluate the characteristics of the chip. Detailed setups for 

the measurement are reported in attachment paper IV. 

 

  

Figure 5-4. Micrograph of the 

front-end chip integrated with 

photodiode. 

Figure 5-5. Measurement environment setup for the 

photodetection chip. 

 

The measured sensitivity of the N-well/p-sub photodiode with internal analog front-end 

is shown in Fig. 5(a). The peak sensitivity wavelength was between 600 nm to 800 nm. Fig. 

5(b) illustrates the SNR of the chip, including the photodiode and readout front-end, 

with increasing incident power at 550 nm and a 20 ms exposure time. More than 50 

pulse width samples were collected at a particular optical power, which is measured with a 

power meter. Their mean and standard deviation were computed, and the SNR of the 
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photodetection chip is defined as the calculated mean divided by the computed standard 

deviation. As seen, the lowest optical power that can be detected by the chip at a 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0.8 dB is 3.6 nW/cm
2
. The power consumption of the entire 

sensor chip is 14.5 µW. 

 

 

Figure 5-6. Measured sensitivity of the n-well/p-sub photodiode sensor. 

 

 

Figure 5-7. SNR of the chip with increasing incident power at 550nm and a 20ms exposure 

time. 

 

The value of photocurrent, input of the front-end, was calculated from the mean 

value of the output signal’s pulse width in 50 samples, which were measured with a 

fixed intensity of the incident light. The photocurrent versus the incident intensity is 

shown in Fig. 5-8. A total of 25 optical powers were measured from 3.6 nW/cm
2 
to 

13.9 µW/cm
2
, for a total dynamic range of 71.7 dB at 550 nm.  
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Figure 5-8. Photocurrent versus incident power at 400nm with a 20ms exposure time. 

 

5.1.3 Demonstration and Results 

To further verify the effectiveness of the photodetection sensor with the proposed analog 

front-end, organophosphorus (OP) compounds detection were conducted based on the 

Lambert-Beer Law [89]. The organphosphorus hydrolase (OPH), a type of enzyme with 

hydrolytic specificity to OP compounds, is immobilized on the inner surface of the solution 

cavity. Liquid under test will be injected into the solution cavity. In case that OP 

compounds included in the injected liquid, yellow p-nitrophenol will be hydrolyzed with 

the maximum optical absorption center at around 400 nm. As shown in Fig. 5-9, a 400 nm 

exciting light is introduced to the right side of the solution cavity through an optical fiber. A 

detection board, assembled with the proposed photodetection sensor, a Bluetooth low 

energy SoC with internal microprocessor and a coin battery, is set on the left side to sense 

the optical power of the light pass through the solution cavity, and to send the results to a  

 

  

Figure 5-9. Experiment environment for OP compounds detection. 
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with its intrinsic timer. The meter-box communicates with the paired smart mobile through a Bluetooth 

link.  APP operating in the smart mobile is used for controlling the detection flow, data analysis and 

results figuring. 
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Figure. 2: The schematic of proposed handheld organ phosphorus compounds detection system 

 2.1. Meter-box Implementation 

The electronic system of the whole meter-box is implemented in two boards, as shown in Figure. 

3(b): the exciting source board and the main board.  The exciting source board integrates the narrow-

band LED, which fulfills the voltage-to-current conversion in a rather simple way to power the LED. 

The main board integrates the sensor front-end chip as well as the necessary current bias and voltage 

reference circuits, while Co-processor, BLE SoC and power management ICs are also arranged on the 

other side of main board, which communicates with the mobile phone, provides an adjustable voltage 

reference to the exciting source board to tuning the light intensity and its on/off, and powers the sensor 

chip as well as quantizing the PWM signal received from the sensor chip. 

 

 

Figure. 3: (a) The photograph of OP compound detection system (b) Internal structure of the system 

(c) The main board of the system 

 

The sample holder is made of quartz glass and can be used to store the detected solution, as 

depicted in Figure.3 (a). The holder is hermitical except for two square holes on top for injection of 

solutions, such as OP compounds, organophosphorus hydrolase and buffer solution. For the handheld 
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compound) concentration values were designed in a range of 0 to 6×10
-6

 mol/L with 7 

levels. Here, concentration of 0 and 6×10
-6

 mol/L are used as known values for sensor 

calibration. Others are considered as “unknown” ones to verify the detection ability of the 

proposed sensor. Test result illustrated in Fig. 5-10 shows significant linear relationship up 

to 6×10
-6

 mol (R
2
=0.9652). The limit of detection (LOD) is estimated at 0.4×10

-6 
mol/L.  

 

 

Figure 5-10. Methyl parathion detection results using the proposed sensor chip. 

 

5.2  Analog Front-end for Biopotential Recording 

5.2.1 Principles and Challenges 

Early diagnosis presents an opportunity for preventive healthcare, which is envisaged being 

the future of medicine. With this paradigm shifting, there is a need for low cost and 

easy-to-use wearable ExG (EEG, ECG, EMG, et. al) signals acquisition systems. The 

system must have low power consumption for long-term operation and also be small size 

for portability, which calls for the research on specific SoCs. High performance analog front 

end (AFE) is the most challengeable building block in such SoCs. Since the amplitude of 

ExG signals can vary from 1 μV to 10 mV with bandwidth from 0.1 Hz to 1 kHz, the 

analog front end (AFE) for ExG signals acquisition, except low noise requirement, must 

have flexibilities both on gain and bandwidth to fit various applications. Due to the high 

skin-electrode impendence and imbalance of the electrode impendence, the AFE also 

requires high input impendence to achieve good signal quality. In order to reject the 

common signals coming from both electromagnetic and electrostatic interference, the AFE 

also need to have high CMRR. Besides, to cancel out effects coming from the polarization 

of electrodes, the AFE should be capable of rejecting the large DC differential electrode 
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offset (DEO). 

In the past few years, there has been a lot of work on the design of ExG signal 

acquisition systems [90-95]. In [90], the AFE shows a high CMRR of >134 dB and a low 

input referred noise of 0.6 μVrms but with a limited amount of rejecting ±10mV DEO and a 

low input impendence of 30MΩ. Although high input impendence of >2GΩ and rail-to-rail 

DEO rejection with low input referred noise of 0.8μVrms is achieved, the AFE only possess 

82 dB CMRR [91]. In [92], the AFE demonstrates a rail to rail DEO rejection but with only 

80 dB CMRR and low input impendence of 4 MΩ. 

 

5.2.2 Front-end Architecture and Implementations 

The structure of the micropowered bioelectrical front-end with the detailed block diagram 

of each channel is presented in Fig. 5-11. Each channel consists of a chopper-modulated 

instrumentation amplifier (CMIA) with chopping spike filter (CSF), a programmable gain 

amplifier (PGA) as a second amplification, and an output buffer to drive the proceeding 

ADC. An analog multiplexer is provided that enables time multiplexing between 8 separate 

channels.  

 

Fig. 5-11 Eight-channel analog front-end architecture [20]. 

 

The performance of the bioelectrical front-end is strongly dependent on the 

characteristics of the CMIA. The CMIA is used to amplify the extremely weak biopotential 

signal while filtering the differential DC offset voltage introduced from the electrodes and 

the CMIA. As shown in Fig. 5-11, the CMIA consists of two continuous-time 

offset-reduction loops (ORL) to prevent amplification of any differential DC offset voltage 

[21]. ORL1 is used to cancel the differential DC offset voltage from the electrodes, 

integrator, transconductor, and chopper. ORL2 is responsible for removing the CMIA offset 
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voltage. Obviously, loop bandwidth and loop gain of ORL1 determine the high-pass cut-off 

frequency of the whole front-end. For the input biomedical signal, 1/f noise of the CMOS 

transistors is a crucial noise component in the CMIA. Hence, chopper stabilization is 

employed to suppress 1/f noise. However, the input chopper modulator switches will 

introduce a residual offset due to non-idealities. Therefore, a CSF is employed to remove 

this residual offset. Compared to the classic three-opamp topology, the CMIA exhibits 

significant advantages: better power efficiency, higher CMRR, and less resistors and noise. 

The operating principle of the CMIA is described as follows: the differential input voltage 

creates a current through Rin, which is copied to Rout. Hence, the gain of CMIA is 

determined by the ratio Rout and Rin, which is programmable.  

The PGA with programmable bandwidth and gain further amplifies the output signals 

coming from the filter. As shown in Fig. 5-11, the first stage of PGA employs the 

MOS-bipolar elements to implement large-valued resistors. Its load capacitor Cload  can be 

adjusted to set the low-pass cut-off frequency with the bandwidth ranging from 200 Hz to 

1.2 kHz, enables its use for EMG/ECG/EEG. Similarly, the gain of second stage is 

programmable by digitally sizing the capacitor array. 

The 8-channel front-end was fabricated in a standard a 0.35    CMOS technology 

with four metals and two polies (4M2P). The chip occupies 5 mm
2
 silicon area including 

pads, while the silicon area of each channel is 0.34 mm
2
, as illustrated in Fig. 5-12. 

 

Figure 5-12. Chip photograph of 8-channel front-end. 
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Figure 5-13. Measurement platform for the 8-channel front-end. 

 

The performance of the chip is measured using a measurement platform, as shown in 

Fig. 5-13. The chopping clock of 32 kHz is generated by a signal generator (33250A, 

Keysight) and divided with on-chip clock divider. Fig. 5-14 (a) and (b) compares the 

measured input referred noise spectrum without/with chopping in the bandwidth of 1 kHz, 

where the CMIA chopper frequency is 2 kHz. The effectiveness of the chopping can be 

observed clearly. The rms value of the input referred noise is 0.97 μV integrated from 0.5 

Hz to 100 Hz, when the chopping is on. The measured input impedance is greater than 1 

G  at 10 Hz, as shown in Fig. 5-15. Hence, the designed analog front-end could work with 

dry electrodes. 
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(b) 

Figure 5-14. The measured input referred noise spectrum: (a) without chopping, (b) with 

chopping. 

 

 

Figure 5-15. Measure input impedance of the 8-channel front-end at different frequencies. 

 

The programmability on gain and bandwidth of the proposed front-end is verified with 

the measurement results. As illustrated in Fig. 5-16, its gain can be programmed by user 

with 8 levels: 42, 47, 50, 53, 67, 72, 76 and 78 dB. Meanwhile, the cutoff frequency     is 

also tunable in the sets of 122, 138, 186, 221, 276, 552 and 1130 Hz, as shown in Fig. 5-17. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-16. Frequency response of the proposed front-end with different gain 

configurations. 

 

Table 5-2 summarizes the circuit performance of the front-end and compares it with 

other state-of the-art implementations. It can be seen that the proposed chopper-modulated 

IA achieves acceptable NEF, very high CMRR, low input referred noise, and high input 

impedance. However, its high-pass cut-off frequency is around 2 Hz, although 0.1 Hz is 

expected with the post-layout simulation results.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-17. Frequency response of the proposed front-end with different bandwidth 

configurations. 

 

An analog front-end with its high-pass cut-off frequency of 2 Hz could be used to 

acquire the ECG signal for healthcare application, but could not be used for complete 

cardiac diagnosis, which requires a high-pass cut-off frequency of less than 50 mHz. To 

address this issue, we improve the each front-end channel with the following modifications. 

 Decrease the size and area of pseudo-resistors used in the feedback loop of CMIA 

and programmable gain amplifier. The new area is 2x2   2
. Hence, the leakage 

current due to the pseudo-resistor is expected to be decreased further. 
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Table 5-2 Comparison of the proposed front-end with prior works 

Parameters [96] [97] [98] This Work 

Supply Voltage (V) 3 1 1.8 2.7 

Supply Current (µA) 11.1 3.5 11 101/8 

Input Impedance (MΩ) >100 >700 >2000 >1000 

Noise (µVrms) 0.6    1.3 0.8 0.97 

Electrode Offset (mV) 50 Rail-to-rail Rail-to-rail 54 

CMRR (dB) >120 60 82 114 

NEF 9.2 NA 12.3 11.3 

 

 

 

Figure 5-18. Chip photograph of 4-channel chip with re-versioned front-end. 

 

 In 8-channel design, a switch using single MOS transistor is used in the feedback 

loop of CMIA for fast start up. However, its leakage current will be 1~2 pA when it 

is switched off. This might be another reason degraded the loop bandwidth. Hence, a 

T-switch using three MOS transistors is used to replace it, which is verified with 

smaller leakage in OFF state. 
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With these design modifications, a new chip integrating 4-channels was tape-out again for 

verification. Fig. 5-18 presents the chip photograph of the revised implementation. Fig. 

5-19 illustrates the measure frequency response of the gain when the frequency of the test 

signal is scanned from 50 mHz to 7 kHz. It is observed that the high-pass cut-off frequency 

is lower than 50 mHz. The effectiveness of the above mentioned modifications are 

silicon-proved. 

 

Figure 5-19. Frequency Response of the modified 4-channel front-end when the frequency 

is scanned from 50 mHz to 7 kHz. 

 

5.2.3 Demonstration and Results 

To verify the effectiveness of the designed front-end chip with in-vivo tests, a wireless 

biopotential acquisition system for capturing electrocardiogram (ECG) using dry electrodes 

and transferring the data to a smart phone is implemented. This system consists of dry 

electrodes, the customized 8-channel front-end chip, an off-the-shelf microprocessor and 

bluetooth radio. Fig. 5-20 presents the architecture of the proposed demo system. 

At first, the wireless acquisition system is implemented with the conventional hard 

PCB (4 layers). Fig. 5-21 shows the measurement on a human subject. The dry electrode is 

customized with thin film of copper and attached on the skin covered by a commercial 

bandage. As shown, the ECG biomedical signal is successfully recorded by a smart phone 

with the Bluetooth link. 
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Figure 5-20. The architecture of a wireless ECG monitoring system based on the proposed 

front-end chip. 

 

 

Figure 5-21. Living demo ECG measurement and wireless transmission. 

 

After the function verified with the initial prototype, a bendable version using flex PCB, 

as shown in Fig. 5-22, is created for the wearable application. This bendable E-patch 

consists of two parts: electrode board and acquisition board. Both of them are bendable, and 

connected using an FPC connector. The three dry electrodes, two for sensing and one for 

passive feedback, are customized on electrode board using gold plating process. The 

customized 8-channel AFE chip along with Bluetooth module, microprocessor and power 

management chips are assembled in the acquisition board. The system is powered with a 

200mAh rechargeable thin film Lithium battery. A simple adapter for charging the battery is 

also implemented, separately. A 3-axis accelerator is also integrated to track the motion 

status.    
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Figure 5-22. A bendable E-patch for wear to monitor ECG signal. 

 

Six ECG datasets were collected in the experiments carried out with this proposed 

wearable E-patch, attached at the position of the V4 lead when the volunteer was “sitting”, 

“walking “or “running and jogging”, two datasets for each circumstance. Each dataset also 

contains a 3-axis acceleration signal recorded from the accelerometer. Signal segments of 

three datasets are provided in Fig. 5-23, 5-24, 5-25. In these figures, (a) is the normalized 

ECG signal with the R-peaks annotated through QRS detection algorithms, while (b),(c) 

and (d) are the acceleration signals of x, y and z axis respectively.  

 

Figure 5-23. ECG data collected with acceleration signals when the volunteer is sitting. 
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Figure 5-24. ECG data collected with acceleration signals when the volunteer is walking. 

 

 

Figure 5-25. ECG data collected with acceleration signals when the volunteer is running 

and jogging. 
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5.3  Conclusion 

This chapter explores ultra low power analog front-end circuits providing programmability 

and being suitable for different types of sensors. A PWM-based architecture with a folded 

reference is proposed and silicon-proved in a 0.18 μm technology to achieve high 

sensitivity and enlarged dynamic range when sensing the weak current signals. A 8-channel 

bio-electric sensing front-end, fabricated in a 0.35 μm CMOS technology is also presented 

that achieves an input impedance of 1 G , input referred noise of 0.97  Vrms and CMRR 

of 114 dB. With the programmable gain and cut-off frequency, the front-end could be 

configured to sense and long-term monitor a variety of bio-electric signals, such as EOG, 

EMG, EEG and ECG signals. The proposed front-end is integrated with dry electrodes, a 

microprocessor and wireless link to build a battery powered E-patch for long-term and 

continuous monitor. In-vivo test results with dry electrodes in the field trials of sitting, 

walking and running, show that the quality of ECG signal sensed by the E-patch is good 

enough for preventive cardiac care. 
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Chapter 6 

Multi-modal Bio-electrical Sensor Design 
 

 

In this chapter, the design and implementation of a multi-modal Bio-electrical sensor 

are presented as a case study of a software defined sensor. The design of a customized 

mixed-signal SoC, the important enabler for the proposed bio-electrical sensor, is also 

discussed and reported with the performance of the fabricated SoC. 

6.1  Bio-electrical Sensor for Pain Assessment and Relief 

6.1.1 Application Scenario and Design Considerations 

As a start point of the research, we firstly discuss a bio-electrical sensor for a specific 

application, in-home pain assessment and relief. The typical application scenario 

could be defined into three phases, pain assessment phase, pain relief phase and 

wear-but-idle phase. In pain assessment phase, the wearable sensor and its electrodes 

are placed vertically on specific muscles around the potential pain point, to measure 

surface EMG signals and collect the measured data in a mobile which transfers the 

data to a remote server. Physicians can analyze the uploaded data, evaluate the pain 

level and design a prescription for pain relief, which includes the duration, frequency 

and intensity of the micro-current stimulations. At the beginning of the pain relief 

phase, the data stream producing the required stimulation wave through an integrated 

sigma delta digital to analog converter (DAC) is created and transmitted to the 

wearable device which stores them into an on-board SRAM. Triggered by the 

commands from the mobile, effective stimulation will be passed to the patient to 

relieve the pain. Since stimulations should be implemented several times one day, and 

patients might want to release the pain as soon as possible, wearing the prepared 

device will be a good option. Hence, the third phase, wear-but-idle phase is preferred.  

    There are several practical challenges need to be considered. Firstly, effective 

stimulation requires to be set and dynamically adjusted the amplitude, pulse width and 
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frequency for different patients, different electrode locations, etc. Tuning the gain and 

bandwidth for EMG sensing is also necessary. The flexibility requirement of the 

design needs reconfigurable hardware, powerful embedded microprocessor, structured 

firmware and capability to update the firmware on-the-fly. Secondly, the size of the 

sensor system is a key issue for a successful wearable system. Such a wearable system 

should include a wireless link, a microprocessor, a power source with some regulators, 

a stimulator, sensors and sensor interfaces, at least. It is important to select or design 

high-integration chips with small package, and reduce off-chip components. Third, 

direct skin contact is used to sense physiological signals in the design. For long-term 

monitoring without skin irritation and time-variant contact resistance, dry electrode is 

wished.  High input impedance of Giga Ohm level is required for the sensing 

front-end. Although EMG signal is considered to be larger compared with ECG and 

EEG in general, EMG signals acquired around painful area will be small in 

micro-volts level in practice. Therefore, high performance detection of the weak 

bio-signal calls for low noise, large input impedance instrument amplifier with high 

common-mode interference rejection, linear band-pass filter, and power-efficient 

analog to digital converter. In addition to performance, form factor and flexibility, 

another important concern is battery life. As illustrated in the application scenarios, 

there is a need to work over weeks with a small coin cell battery. To achieve 

extremely low power consumption, it requires not only optimal design of the sensing 

hardware and radio hardware, but also power reduction mechanisms in system level 

which is shown in controller firmware.  

Besides this specific application, more functions of bio-electric sensor are 

expected for pervasive and preventive healthcare at-home, and can be summarized as 

follows. 

 Be a personal ECG monitor for pervasive high-quality ECG self-recording and 

ubiquitous computerized detection of cardiac ischemia and arrhythmia [99]. 

 Able to acquire high-quality EEG signal for emotion recognition [100] and 

sleep quality monitoring [101 ].   

 

6.1.2 System Architecture and Implementation 

Fig. 6-1 shows the overall system diagram of the proposed sensor system. The sensor 

is powered by a coin battery (3.3V, 200mAh). The communication between the sensor 

and any Android device is performed by a Bluetooth low energy (BLE) SoC 
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(DA14580, Dialog Semiconductors) and a ceramic antenna to achieve ultra low power 

wireless transmission link and small size. In order to be compatible with any Android 

Device and other mobiles in the future, Generic attribute profile (GATT) is followed, 

which establishes common operations and a framework for the data transported as 

well as the structure of the data exchanged and the format of the data stored in the 

server [102].  

 

 

Fig. 6-1 Architecture of Sensor System 

 

    The Bio Sensing module functions to monitor the patient’s EMG, ETI and to 

manage the micro-current stimulation. To keep small size and more sensing 

capabilities, a customized Bio-Sense-and-Stimulator SoC is included, which 

integrates EMG sensing front-end, stimulator, ADC, two DACs, digital signal 

processing for Wavelet transformation and data compression. A PIC microprocessor 

(PIC1678F, Microchip), serving as a coprocessor, receives the digitized sensing data 

from the customized SoC every 2 ms continuously through SPI and buffers the data. 

Once 500 sensed data are received and buffered, the coprocessor will generate an 

interrupt to the main processor embedded in the BLE SoC, which responses the 

interrupt and reads out the 500 samples in a short period. Using this coprocessor 

scheme to collect data enables the main processor and the whole BLE SoC to 

unburden themselves, while they tend to do other tasks and to be idle or sleep for 

extended periods of time, achieving system-level power savings. The motion sensor 

(ADXL362, Analog Devices), is an ultralow power, 3-axis MEMS accelerometer that 

consumes less than 2 μA at a 100 Hz output data rate and also includes a deep 

512-sample FIFO buffer for system level power reduction. The 16bit Cortex-M0 

processor inside the BLE SoC collects, formats the sensor data and schedules the 

wireless communication. To further reduce the power in system level, external SRAM 
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is utilized to enable the stream communication with a data rate of 128Kbit/s but 

longer idle time for the wireless link.  

Fig. 6-2 is a photograph of the implemented wireless sensor. The customized 

bioelectrical SoC and other off-the-shelf chips are all mounted on a two-sided four 

layer printed circuit board (PCB) with a size of 20mmX22mm. Customized dry 

electrodes based on a flexible PCB serve for EMG sensing, while another two longer 

leads are for stimulation.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6-2. Photograph of the actual wireless sensor, (a) top view, (b) bottom view. 

 

6.2  SoC Architecture and Implementation 

As above mentioned, a customized Bio-Sense-and-Stimulator SoC is the key point to 

enable the proposed bio-electrical sensor with small size and more sensing capabilities. 

Aiming at healthcare and wellbeing management applications, an ideal SoC 

architecture for software defined sensors is a complex mix-signal chip, as shown in 

Fig. 6-2. For introducing more flexibility and system level power reduction strategies, 

an microcontroller core with ROM and RAM is integrated in normal. However, the 

implementation of the microcontroller core is rather routine as the following steps: 

 License an IP of ARM Cortex M0, RISC, or MSP430 from the vendors. 
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 License the IPs of RAM/ROM from the third part vendor or Foundry, and 

get RAM/ROM core generator. 

 Implement the firmware for the specific applications and simulate the 

controller core (including RAM/ROM) with the emulator. Hence, design 

parameters, such as main operation frequency, RAM size, ROM size, 

internal bus width, are determined. 

 Complete the back-end design flow. 

With the development of service platform provided by the vendors, integrating a 

general purpose microcontroller is no longer a big research challenge in case owning 

enough funding. Hence, an off-the-shelf microcontroller (PIC16F788, Microchip) is 

used to verify the concept, instead of integrating it in a single chip.  

 

 

Figure 6-3 Overall architecture of the proposed SoC. 

  

The research on the proposed SoC focuses on the other five parts, shown in the 

left side of Fig. 6-3: 1) a programmable analog front-end to amplify and condition the 

weak bio-signal, 2) reconfigurable successive approximation register analog to digital 

converter to digitize the amplified analog signal, 3) a high resolution and 

multi-functional current generator for stimulation, 4) a digital algorithm accelerator, 

which implements the wavelet transformation and data compression, 5) digital 

interfaces, such as SPI and customized serial data link.  

The proposed SoC was fabricated in a 0.18 µm 1P5M CMOS process and 
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achieves the goals with two tape-outs in September, 2013 and August, 2014, 

respectively. Fig. 6-4 shows the chip micrograph, where the total chip area is 2.22 mm 

x 1.35 mm including the ESD pads. In the chip fabricated in the first tape-out, most of 

the building blocks integrated function correctly, however, the analog to digital 

converter doesn’t work. With a long and hard period of debugging, through thorough 

hypothesis and check after FIB, the defect is found in the multi-phase clocks 

generator for converter, finally. Asynchronous logic counter is used in that block and 

verified with post-layout simulation. However, it fails in silicon proven. The 

multi-phase clocks generator is re-design using synchronous counters and integrated 

for the second tape-out. Meanwhile, the floor-plan of the chip for the second tape-out 

is changed. Except with what mentioned, all the others stay the same. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 6-4. Chip photograph of the SoC. (a) from the first tapeout (E9724-a), (b) from 

the second one (E9624-b). 

 

6.2.1 Bio-sensing AFE 

The low power bio-signal sensing front-end is redesigned from the verified IP 

discussed in Chapter 5, porting the fabrication technology from a 0.35 µm 2P4M 

CMOS node to a 0.18 µm 1P5M CMOS technology. As seen in Fig. 6-3, a DAC is 

added and employed alternatively to subtract the motion artifacts adaptively and avoid 

saturated signal [103]. A digital controlled analog multiplexer is employed to route the 

expected inputs for the chopped instrument amplifier. An amplifier for common-mode 

feedback (CMFB) driver is also integrated to reject the 50/60 Hz main interference. 

Similarly, digital controlled switches are inserted to implement multi-modes 
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common-mode feedback driver: passive driver or active driver. 

 

 

Figure 6-5. Photograph of the evaluation board of E9624. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6-6 (a) Measured frequency response of the bio-sensing AFE, (b) Input 

referred noise spectrum of the bio-sensing AFE. 

 

The AFE’s electrical characteristics were measured at first with the evaluation 

board, shown in Fig. 6-5. Figure 6-6 (a) shows the measured frequency response of 

the bio-sensing AFE where the pass-band gain is tunable with 8 steps: 42 dB, 48 dB, 

50 dB, 53 dB, 66 dB, 71 dB, 75 dB and 80 dB. The low-pass cut-off frequency is also 

adjusted from 110 to 1150 Hz with 8 steps when the bandwidth configuration registers 

are modified through SPI interface. With the configurations that the chopping 

frequency is set to 2 kHz, LPF and gain are set to 500 Hz and 80 dB, respectively, the 

power spectrum of the input-referred noise is measured and shown in Figure 6-6 (b). 

The measured input-referred noise is 0.93 µVrms by integrating the noise power from 
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神经电生理 SoC 的测试方案如图4.3所示，芯片内部工作的 1.8V 电源电压  

和共模参考电压 0.9V 由TI公司的 LDO TPS74701 输出提供，PAD 供电电压和 

LDO输入电压 3.3V 来自电压源 Agilient E3631A。模拟前端的测试主要是交流

特性测试，包括幅频响应、等效输入噪声、共模抑制比等参数，可以借助 Agilent 

35670A 动态信号分析仪来测量。动态信号分析仪为模拟前端提供模拟输入，并

捕捉模拟前端的输出信号，可以测得模拟前端的各项性能指标。模数转换器主要

是测试各个采样频率的有效精度，输入信号由信号发生器 Agilent E8257D 提供，

任意波形发生器Agilent 33250A 产生芯片的时钟输入。芯片的数字编程由 FPGA 

完成，并且可以采集 SAR ADC 的输出数据，通过 MATLAB 程序进行频谱分

析，得到最终的测试结构。刺激电流及阻抗检测，首先要在 PCB 上构建一个人

体阻抗模型，然后通过示波器测量电流经过阻抗模型后的电压信号，以此计算出

相关的参数性能。 

4.3 测试结果 

4.3.1 模拟前端测试 

（1）增益及带宽测试 
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图 4.4 模拟前端增益特性曲线 
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神经电生理 SoC 中模拟前端的芯片测试性能总结如表 4.1 所示，所有指标均

满足各种电生理信号的采集和检测。 

表 4.1 模拟前端测试性能总结 

Parameter Value 

Process(CMOS) 0.18μm 

Supply Voltage (V) 1.8 

Supply  C

u

rrent  (μA) 15 

Mid-band Gain (dB) 42~80 

High-pass Corner (Hz) 0.1 

Low-pass Corners (Hz) 110~1150 

Input Referred Noise( /uV Hz ) 0.93 

CMRR(dB) 104 

PSRR(dB) 88 

Power (μW) <30 

Area (mm
2
) 1.4x0.27 

 

 

图 4. 6 模拟前端等效输入噪声电压功率谱密度 
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0.1 Hz to 100 Hz. The measured characteristics cover the requirements for 

ECG/EMG/EEG/EOG measurements, obviously ， compared with the chip 

performance and application trials shown in [104]. 

 

6.2.2 ADC 

A charge redistribution SAR ADC is integrated for digitizing the recorded biosignal 

with good power efficiency. In its charge-redistribution DAC, the scaling capacitor 

floating between the two sub-DACs is equal to the unit capacitor by removing the 

dummy capacitor away from the sub-DAC, which benefits the device matching. To 

reduce the driving requirement for proceeding buffer stage, 15 clock periods in 

maximum are arranged for sampling phase, while another 10 clock periods are set for 

charge redistribution. As a result, the ADC updates its output once every 25 clock 

cycles. To achieve a further power reduction, the self-timed bit-cycling is utilized in 

the SAR logic, which doubles the time left for preamplifier settling [105]. The 

designed ADC could operate with a sample rate ranging from 2KS/s to 8KS/s. 

Detailed implementation could be found in [14]. However, offset calibration with 

tunable capacitive load is removed in the current design. 

 

 

Figure 6-7. Measured output PSD of the ADC integrated in E9624-b with 80 Hz input. 
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The ADC is characterized at 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 4 kHz sampling rates. Fig. 6-7 

shows the measured 2048-point ADC output PSD with a rail-to-rail 80 Hz sinusoidal 

input, when its sample rate is 1 kHz. The measured SNDR and SFDR are 58.8 dB and 

70.4 dB, respectively. The calculated ENOB is 9.5 bits. The measured ADC’s SNDR 

with respect to the frequency of the input signal are shown in Fig. 6-8, when its 

sampling rate is 2 kHz or 4 kHz.  

6.3  Flexibility for Versatile Applications 

The implemented SoC (Bio-electric sensor) is full programmable and can be 

configured, through SPI interface, to fulfill various applications. Some of the these 

configurations are explored in the following, as shown in Fig. 6-9 to Fig. 6-20. 

 

 Single Lead ECG/EMG/EEG with Active “Right-Leg Driver” 

In this application shown in Fig. 6-9, the sensing electrodes are connected to the 

EMG1 and EMG2 pins. Active right-leg drive scheme is employed to control the 

common-mode voltage of the system. In this scheme, the common mode output signal 

of the instrument amplifier, which is proportional to the average voltage of the input 

pins EMG1 and EMG2, is used in the “Right-Leg Driver” RLD feedback circuit. The 

output of RLD amplifier is connected to the reference electrode.  

 

 

Figure 6-8. Measured SNDR of the ADC integrated in E9624-b versus Input 

Frequency. 
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Figure 6-9. Typical Application: Single Lead ECG/EMG/EEG with Active 

RDL. 

 

 Single Lead ECG/EMG/EEG with Passive RLD 

In this application shown in Fig. 6-10, passive RLD scheme is employed. The RLD 

amplifier drives a DC voltage to the reference node. Its effectiveness to improve the 

systematic CMRR is analyzed and proved in [106]. 

 

Figure 6-10. Typical Application: Single Lead ECG/EMG/EEG with Passive 

RLD. 

 

 3-Lead ECG Monitor 

Fig. 6-11 shows the master/slave setup for a 3-Lead ECG monitor. Active RLD 

solution using two chips is used to drive the common-mode of the system, which 

averages the voltage of the three sensing electrodes and uses the signal in the RLD 

feedback circuit.  
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Figure 6-11. Typical Application: Three-Lead ECG Monitor. 

 

 Lead-off Detection 

 

 

Figure 6-12. Typical Application: Lead-off Detection. 

 

 

 Stimulation with Weak Current  

In this configuration, as shown in Fig. 6-13, the bio-electric sensing channel is 

powered off, only the stimulation channel operates. 
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Figure 6-13. Weak Current Stimulator. 

 

 Multi-channel EMG/EEG monitoring system with Digital Active Electrode 

and Active CMFB. (as shown in Fig. 6-14) 

 

 

Figure 6-14. Typical Application: Multi-channel EMG/EEG monitoring system 

with Active CMFB 

 

 On-line gain mismatch calibration for multi-channel EMG/EEG monitor 

For the multi-channel application shown in Fig. 6-14, channel gain mismatch will 

degrades the systematic CMRR. To address this issue, on-line digital calibration could 

be employed. As shown in Fig. 6-15, the external physical connections of the chip 

stay the same, while the flexible switches before AFE are re-programmed to route the 

EMG2 and on-board reference Vcm in. Test sequences are written to the stimulation 
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channel by a MCU, which produces an AC analog signal after digital to analog 

conversion and filtering, as the input of each channel to measure the gain of each 

channel.  

 

 

Figure 6-15. Typical Application: On-line Gain Mismatch Calibration for 

Multi-channel Applications. 

 

 Resistive Skin Temperature Sensor. (as shown in Figure 6-16) 

 

 

Figure 6-16. Typical Application: Resistive Skin Temperature Sensor 

 

 Resistive Pressure Sensor. (as shown in Figure 6-17) 
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Figure 6-17. Typical Application: Resistive Pressure Sensor. 

 

6.4  Conclusion 

A wireless multimodal bio-electric sensor is presented in this chapter. Enabled by a 

customized flexible mixed-signal SoC, this bio-electric sensor could be configured for 

ECG/EMG/EEG recording, bio-impedance sensing, weak current stimulation, and 

other promising functions with biofeedback. The customized SoC, fabricated in a 0.18 

μm  CMOS technology, integrates a tunable analog front-end, a 10 bit ADC, a 14 bit 

sigma-delta digital to current converter, a 12 bit digital to voltage converter, a digital 

accelerator for wavelet transformation and data compression, and a serial 

communication protocol. Measurement results indicate the SoC could support the 

versatile bio-electric sensor to operate in various applications according to specific 

requirement. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary and Future Works 

7.1  Summary 

Emerging development of the IoT in different applications requires lots of smart 

sensors with small size and being easy to use. Smart sensors integrate one or more 

integrated circuits with the transducer to achieve tiny physical size and “being smart”. 

However, the types and characteristics of the sensors vary for different applications. 

As a result, an specific interface IC only works for one or several sensors. Hence, the 

huge biz market of the sensor interface ICs is partitioned into thousands of niche 

markets, resulting higher development cost, longer research period, higher investment 

risk and less fab-less design vendors involved. Furthermore, currently, integrating a 

sensor into the IoT requires the developing team having the knowledge of sensor 

signal chain, microprocessor, physical layer and protocol layer of the wireless link, 

networking. This escalates the knowledge barrier, resulting less start-up involved. 

To address the above mentioned issues, a concept of software defined sensor is 

proposed in this thesis, which has three main features. At first, the whole sensor signal 

chain is integrated into a SoC for small size of the smart sensor. Secondly, the signal 

chain SoC is programmable and adaptive to rich of sensors. The third one is easy to 

use, similar as “smart hardware”.  

Toward the scope of the software defined sensors, this dissertation focus on the 

design of flexible building blocks: analog to digital conversion, and analog front-end, 

at first. A multi-modal bio-electric sensor with a customized mixed-signal SoC is also 

illustrated. 

7.2  Future Work 

The following is suggested projects that can be considered in future research: 

 Hybrid integration on SoC and printable sensor: The new healthcare 

system integrates the best of multidisciplinary fields of electrical engineering, 
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industrial design, health informatics and medical science into a single concept to 

address the unique challenges of sensing the status of people. Cosy and smart 

sensing will be the most important issue in this new healthcare system. Printable 

sensors are much more friendly to skin compared with its rigid counterparts, but 

are lack of computing capability. Exploring the hybrid integration technology to 

benefit from printing technologies for low cost sensors and CMOS manufacturing 

process for on-silicon large-scale integrated circuits is a step to the future. 

 Intelligence-on-sensor: Signal processing and context-aware computing are 

most important aspects for IoT applications. Sensors with local signal processing 

are to be developed, which can simplify the network in term of communication 

speed. Meanwhile, energy harvest and intelligent power management can be 

added. Combination on sensing and identification in the scope of RFID sensing 

[107,108] is another alternative. At KTH, we have been engaged in the research 

on UHF/UWB asymmetric RFIDs for many years, which is a quite good platform 

for intelligent IoT sensor. It is interesting and worthwhile to integrate and reuse 

related achievements to a real prototype. 
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